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• Service vs. entertainment
Poor management sends Maine Day in new direction
By Bonnie Sin-wock
Stafi Writer
Maine Day has been questioned
frequently in past years. but this year
the planning of the university service
day began with more conflict than
usual
This time questions were not :t'tssit
justifying a day with no classes to
make the campus a cleaner place The
conflict surniunded last year's finan-
cial negligence, focus on entenain-
ment rather than service and app ant-
merits to Maine Day committee co-
chair positions
The major problem with Maine
Day planning last year, a-tooting to
Student Cxwemment President Col-
lin Wormer, was the committee had
too large of a budget ti w its purpose
-Through the hudgetary proem,
Maine Day had to take a significant
cut. They had too large an amount of
matey for programming." Woraier
said.
The budget was cut from 55.000
to $741) in an effort to trim all the
extras and tiring it hack to a hinctional
protect and guard against waste
Ihis year' s tom iittee is still work
ing thmugh the "financial mess" firm
last year according to new co-chair
Charles Allen lust last week. a check
was %linen for Operatinn Liftoff, an
017311i736011 that makes wishes be-
come reality for tertninally ill chil-
dren S I .01111 in donations was rased
front the canirais (-mammit). during
the minty and was suppised to base
been presented on Maine Day, April
21. 1991
Beaulieu, last year's
Maine Day Committee chair, said
there was just poor communication
among the Maine Day treasurer. Mike
Taylor, herself and the chair of Oper-
ation Liftoff
"Ilt was the chair's aleaultof
fault because she took care of
with Operation liftoff She was then
summed to tell me what to do." Tay -
kir said
"It was extremely negligent The
money a as raised for a specific chikl
Wedidn't even know it that child was
still alive." Allen said
Allen said he also just remised an
outstanding bill from the university
for Sieral
"I ast year the committee went
herald its means It didn't advertise
or promote sera kr As a result. there
was a faith significant drip in the
number of students who rwiniripat-
ed.- Wormer said 1 he official num-
ber of signatures Mkt:tett Inc those
involved in projects totaled just Over
1,000incomparison about 2,000
front two years ago
Beaulieu defended last year's en-
tertainment and said. "My goal with
Maine Day was to titmice service
and community spirit The spirit pail
of it was the entertainment with thr
idea of keeping people ins i aced past
die service project"
-It will he different this year. we
want to Nine Maine Day hack to its
mata. a can'usw ide seta ice project
to make the universih hat hence"
Wormer said
.4,a-tinting to Vi ,.stet sets Is
botwthanitthen productroty ultimate
i 11 tonhisarinuinistranim He kit
the oseremphasis in entertainment
and outstanding bills were cause to
make a change hr Stt arra :mem -
meta Conctuutior allows him to tip
point people he feels confident with to
• 'Time to make the donuts
Coffee, pastries an issue at the Union
Liz Charland studying at the coffee shop in the Union. (McIntyre photo)
IE1 Matt WiCkPnheisnr
Staff Wetes
Rumorsconcernt% the tolernon
al I 'mon coffee shop and rrimkin
Donuts have proven to he rerrialis
true However. existey obtections
seem to he ideological rather than
economical in nature
According total I ewes. &rectal
eit dining services on campus. the
I 'niversity of Maine is currenth ne
gotiatirgt with Ilunion Fionuts to sell
both pastries and coffee in the I tnion
and perhaps Fernald Snack Bar
I twit strevried that the deal is stir
in the negotiations stage. and was
-definitels nnt a done deal "He went
ori to add that canons mart on
campus still needed to research many
aspects ot the potential deal
The plans (in nil trek to replace
the coffee shop, hut to enhance one of
the other services The Bear's lien or
the I /arnn Yankee. throug.h an addi-
tional counter or 'lower
• NVe're not talking about nain-
sating an entire mom to recorrwrio-
&Ilk 3 Dunkin Donuts," I ewes said
I ewis said he saw no change in
the coffee shop oirrang siva as a
result ot A proemial new service mow-
try in
Torn Smith. food rnanatan it the
coffee shoi. agrees with the fact that
the coffer shop won't he Nen finan-
cially As a Donlon Donuts He does
craw to the tweeence of corparate
chains on campus. however
"Personals .1 have prohlerir wetir
franchises coming in." he said
t'urrently . Taco Bell. Dunkin
Donuts arid Pizza Ma all sell prod
ars on campus
I tacit said the trend ot Tearaw-
ay franchises cm campsers was
See DUNKIN on page 11
chan Monis Appointments are then
approved by the hearth themselvesi.
Worsto chose Allen and Dave
Clara who lath worked with the
Maine Day Committee last yea . to
lead it this year.
-They both came to me and catd
they were interested. they huh had
good kiras, the ume to put into the
pnaect and ha] an idea of what was
wring with last year's planning."
Wormer said of Allen and ( ',age
In the mealtime. according to
Beaulieu the committee acted as they
had tor years and elected a chair and
a site chair lie Renault was elected
chair and Beaulieu. herself. waa caw-
ed car chair Dry contested W'or-
ster sappointnient and refired to sup-
port him
-We, the hoard, felt we were the
hest judge of who should he the nest
chair and vase chair," Beaulieu said
Without the hoard's consent.
Worster's appointment had to he
turned over to the General Student
Senate. After hearing Mini all sides.
the senate finally apposed Wormers
decision
"1 feel Charks and Doe will do a
good job The IV Kiln% han-
dled Collin appointments were sup-
pt wed to he made-with the advice and
the consent of the heard," Beaulieu
said
Allen plans to make Maine tvay
service oriented orie again.
-We want to make a recommit-
ment to service, tell students what it is
See MAINE DAY on page 11
• Don't ask, don't tell
ROTC officers
address Snow issue
By Dana Gray
Staff Writer
There are actomes camptis
atm-bite:criminate against people taxi
it seems the owioern over this has
fallen on the shoulders of the I 'nicer-
sit) of '1/4131Ilet AiT Bine Resenr
Officer's Training owr
Neal Snow was released fnini the
Air Force R011' last year Min admit -
ting he is a horn...runt Ultinng
'I. ( Week' Silos,. addressed
a group of people on how the) loo
should -come out He also added at
this GeSsP011 that he was denied classes
within ROW hecance of his sexual
orientation
However, classes in UMaine's
course catalog &signaled as Air Force
studies are Open TO all students Snow
is taking one of them, Am.-
salve 411 Snow failed to mice the
distinction between classes offered to
students anti training programs de-
signed to make officers in the L'S
militara
"What Neal Snow Is being re-
stricted frnm is a club activity The
chili happens to he Air fine ROTC
and the a-tic-arc we do me to prepare
cadets in this in become officers."
1 kutertant Cokincl Mkinel Rosebush
said
The club Is more formally called
leatkaship lab In Miff hit aTIV011e to
attend this lab they must be acceptoi
Into the U S Air Bine as a potential
officer ttvough ROW.
last year Snow was presented
with the opportunity hi tom the ROTC
program The kerns which he had to
fill out asked about sesual onentanon
.At this time he chose not to admit his
homortuality Later. he admitted to
tieing 3 homosexual
Since that time the question on the
forms ot sexual miniskirt has fern
irmovett hut Snow had all the tiny-
See ROTC on page 11
• Off-Campus Board
OCB plagued by past
By Ryan McKinney
Staff Wetter
The ('10 Campus Board is rape
nencing males structural and per
sonnet changes while anempnrig
minis ihe qualm cit its program
ming Om Ilmveratts ot Maar sni
denn
Fvents own the last several weeks
comhirrd with the last two (X 'Ft
meetings at the Ram's Horn have
brought the hoard to a critical crux
iiX weeks into the fall semester
last week's meeting at the Horn
caw the OCR banish its owe rITKI
dETITI31 TIOCON-31 within the OTIVII1.73-
non This resulted from the resigna-
tion ot Brian Patin as OCB pesi
dent The heard will now opt for a
more initsidtuil amnia-h. in corn-
panson to a scheail hoard where each
nirrnho gets MT VOW
In previous weeks, (X-11 Vice -
Presideix hi Kitson resigned as well
as his replacement Norm Nelson
Parker said Is itson 's resignanon came
fmm conflict due to academic stud-
ies and Nelson's still's!) came from
• harnout " Parker said his own resig-
nation was due to the need for a
hreakdown in the hierarch) olOCB
See OCli on page 9
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• Yeltsin talking tough
Kremlin discord continues to grow
1NI()ScoW (API A smoldering political dispute between Bons eltsin and atM(two top aides burst into open conflict Wednesday, with the Russian president
threatening to tire anyone favoring early presidential elections.
It a as just the latest indication of discord inside the Kremlin since Yeltsin last week
ordered tanks and troops into the capital to oust his hard-line opponents in parliament.
Yeltsin. dunng a news conference in Tokyo, was asked about comments by a Yeltsin
aide that there could be simultaneous elections for parliament and president.
"I don't keep such aides," Yeltsin said. "If you give me his name, he will no longer work
for me The elections will be held on Dec. 12 to (parlw-nentl. The presidential elections will
be held on June 12. 1994. This has been determined and this is the way it is going to be."
Yeltsin will he able to consider at least two names when he returns to work Thursday.
Georgy Satanic. a member of the Presidential Council. said l'uesday that Yeltsin
probably would agree to have simultaneous elections next March — and he said other
members of the advisory council also favor them.
On Wednesday. First Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir Shumeiko told journalists he
personally favored holding presidential elections along with parliamentar). elections on
Dec. 12
"It is ads 'sable that all political battles he over this year," Shumeiko said. "The
political restructuring ot the state (should) be complete."
Shumeiko said he expected leaders of Russia's regions and republics to consider
simultaneous elections at a meeting later this month.
A third Yeltsin appointee. Finance Minister Boris Fyodoniv, said Monday that
simultaneous elections make economic sense. hut he stopped short of saying he supported
the concept
• Railroad accident
Train tragedy in India
leaves forty-nine dead
apj BOMB AY. India t AP) - - Dozens of %omen
jumped from a hurtling commuter train into the path
ot another train hearing down on an adloining track
V. ednesdas At least 49 passengers were crushed to death.
news agencies said
Mutilated bodies. empts lunch hoses. a nst a als he's.
shoes and hand hags were strewn on the blood smettred
tracks outside Romhas. Press Trust of India news agent's
reported
Mans %%omen sat tin the ground. wailing and waiting tor
help. Press Trust said, quoting a itnesscs Most ot the
passengers were returning home from work
Atiout 70 women were imured. said Bomhaspolite
spokesman A% mash ladhas
The incident (a...timed on a "Ladies Special'. train, one
ot a number of women -onl% trains sreated recently to make
s ommut mg safer and easier The trains operate dune.? rush
hours on a buss suburban line
Press Trust and another nautical news agent.'.. United
News of India. reported at least 44 %.,, rnen were killed, but
L+,ih,3% ,tea!,ht
• Two dead, twelve missing
Earthquake hits New
Guinea - 7.0 on scale
4 PORT MORVSBY. Papua New Guinea i API -at powerful earthquak e tnggered mudslides that killed
at least two people. MI...gals said Ihursdas At least
12 people were missing
Police cm-aimed to sear, h tor nnssin); Si lagers alter the
quake measuring on the Richter wale and tat' powerful
aftershcx ks %Nu* the northern pro% ince. V4ednesday
The depots director of the National Ihsaster and Finer -
gent Sen woes. ( Ens km said Iwo siliager, were
honed Ns mudslities anti killed in Moro& pros ince. in the
village iit Numhugu
Twelve more people a-ere missing after mudslides
coursed through the % I lave Marohoi, he said
With power disrupted verifsing the extent ot damage
and casualties ma % take (lass
The first quake struck V. ednessiay afternoon beneath
Rarnu alley. between the titles of Malang and Giircilia.
said the emergent. ,erv ices office, which also gave out
Richter readings
• Trouble continues in Moscow
• Walesa and his government set to clash in Warsaw
• Rail tragedy strikes Bombay
• Two parties form coalition
Left-wing government in Poland
2 WARSAW, Poland (API— Two 
parties with Communist roots signed a deal
Wednesday that opens the way for a left-wing government. But they appeared set
to clash with President Lech Walesa over choosing a prime minister.
The Democratic Left Alliance and the Polish Peasants' Party said they would
continue market reforms but also would expand the social security blanket for those
suffering from the transition to capitalism.
In a letter to Walesa, coalition leaders proposed Waldemar Pawlak, 34, for prime
minister. Pawlak, a farmer, was trained as an agncultural machinery engineer.
Last year. he became Poland's fourth prime minister since the Communists fell in
1989, but failed to form a government and lasted only 33 days.
Within two weeks. Walesa is required to appoint a new government leader, along
with his Cabinet, pending parliament's approval.
Walesa has asked the election winner, the Alliance, to name three candidates for
prime minister, and he earlier refused to discuss a new government until his request Is
met.
Alliance leader Aleksander Kwasniewski said the partners agreed to propose onl)
one candidate to Walesa, terming his request "not serious."
Walesa received Pawlak on Wednesday evening "to discuss the situation after
forming the coalition." a statement by Walesa's press office said. No further comment
from Walesa or Pawlak was available.
By standing firm on his request, the president could be trying to clear himself of
responsibility for a leftist Cabinet. Walesa could allow the parliament to take mei the
initiative if he fails to name a pnme minister.
The new l elected parliament opens ThurstiaN
WorldDigest
• Tensions eased
Convictions handed
down in ANC murder
E 1011ANNESFIUR(,. South Africa I AP) — A
prominent ririvapartheid politician and a Polish im-
migrant were con% isted Thursdas of murdenng ANC
and Communist Paris leader Chns Rani
at third defendant a...used ot drawing up a hit list that
contained Ran s name was bound innocent
A gay, went through the packed courtniorn as the luster in
the non iurs tnalannourwed his t indings atter a twit %%eel trial
The attorney tot immigrant Janusz Vkalu• had admitted
hiss tient s guilt in the •la% ing th hu. h raised tears of a race
war and ast a shadow o‘ er the pro apartheid c,tnsert al,,e
Parts the official opposition in the- white led Parliament
Prose.. ',nor% alleged V. alus who is white, and his cmi-
ii  ('onsery aloe Party ollkial Cli% e l)erfs% -
Lea is and his a lie. Gayc were part of a right wing Moe
to assassinate Ham and several otter polit it al t igurrs instru
mental in the demise ot apartheid
• International plan foundering
Canadian Mounties
give up on Haitian plan
1 N sanctions we're reimposed on Haiti, 5! Canadian
PORT Al PRINCE Haiti (APi - A day after
Mounties flea home lhuniay in another sign that the
international plan to rrstorr democracy was toundenng
The withdrawal same two das .Mier the retreat of a IS.
warship t ans ing militars medics. engineers and co ,1^
silts ialists in ad% ante of the a Seduled Cict .141
power ot ousted President lean Bertrand kroakie
President Clinton des fared Thumstay that his driernuria-.
t"w111" heir being demovTas to Haiti is "as strong as ever
despite revent tunnoil there and the hostile yrs-croon pen
N humanitarian forces
Clinton AU, suggested at a news conference that the
nited Stales may take additional steps to apply pressure to
enable exiled President lean Bertrand Aristide to return
The Canadian, were in Haiti a, the ads arise unit tor those
personnel. laying the groundwork tor the t N peace plan
The Maine Campu.
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By Judy Gormell
Staff Wr•:.-r
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Staff Writer
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"Facilities Management is approaching
becoming destitute in what it can do in the
way of services," Cole said.
Such woes did not convince Farmer and
Littlefield. however. They said last year, the
same group had a similar debate and enough
money was produced by the university at the
last moment to cover plowing costs.
"We've exhausted every bit of creative
financing that we've had over the years,"
Cole said.
Littlefield asked the administrators why the
houses' kits would no longer be plowed, while
SCN erab other university -related properties, wail
as the Newman Center and the Nursing Center,
would continue to be plowed for free?
Dean of Student Services Dwight Ride-
out said that unlike many of these facilities,
the Greek houses don't serve university
faculty directly in any way.
For example. Rideout said, many of the
places on the list provided parking spots for
daytime faculty members.
Rideout said the role of fraternities and
sororities is a "gray area" as far as their
contribution to the campus' operation goes_
This was met with some disagreement from
the Ik7 members.
-When we need something, we're off
campus. When we don't need something,
we're on," lack Ford, a lambda Chi Alpha
alumni with the fraternity's housing corpo-
ration. said.
Despite all the debate, the talk ended
with a friendly agreement between the two
involved parties.
The fraternity representatives agreed to
appeal to UMaine's Business and Finance
Department for the needed money, while
the administrators said they'd help draft a
document explaining the Greek houses' re-
lationship with the campus more clearly
An alternate plan, involving the possi-
bility of hiring some Greek brothers or sis-
ters through work-study to plow the parking
lots inexpensively, was also discussed and
left for future consideration.
Bill Lucy, Dean of Student Activities
and Organizations, was optimistic a medi-
um could be reached.
-There's a good chance that that could
happen.' he said
WMEB my hero!!
The following
Non-Traditional
Student
Scholarship
Applications
are available at the
(s.7orrunuter Office
Second Floor
Memorial Union
Senior Alumni Scholarship
AALTVV Book Award
l'Imrsday Club Non-Traditional Woman
Student Scholarship
A,Aplicatisn Deadline: October 29, 1993
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• Male/female issue
AAUW discuss sexual harassment in schools
By Judy Gormely
Staff vv-t-r
The American Association of llniversi-
ty Women, Orono-Old Town Branch, gath-
ered Wednesday to draw timely attention to
the issue of sexual harassment in America's
schools.
The AAUW, with approximately 35 peo-
ple in attendance, held a meeting at Doris
Twitche II Allen Village. The club meets reg-
ularly each month to discuss different issues_
There were three women on the panel
invited to discuss the issue at hand. The
situation of sexual harassment in all
schools was the topic and trying to f.nd a
solution was the goal. Statistics were pre-
sented, and material was read to the all
female group.
"I would like to quote from the AAUW
Hostile Hallways Report, survey on sexual
harassment in America's schools. The chal-
lenge for us all is that sexual harassment is
everyone's problem When a child's self
esteem and development are hampered, the
repercussions echo throughout our society,"
the president for the local chapter of AAUW.
Givens, said.
Claudette O'Connell, a Brewer High
School French teacher, was on the panel to
talk about what she is noticing in her area.
"If we don't address the true issues of
both male and female problems in sexual
harassment, we open the door to other things.
Hopefully we can prevent larger things from
happening. It is all offensive, that is what it
is, offensive," O'Connell said.
She said students often do not realize
they are facing the issue and when it is
pointed out, often dismiss it. In her opinion,
education is the only way to address this
issue, and often victims brush off incidents
because it was a friend that did it.
Dee Virtue, biology teacher at Orono
High Scho l and a member of AAUW,
brought a book called "Women, Girls &
Psychotherapy Reframing Resistance". It is
a collection of articles used at Harvard to
teach women's studies.
"There is a lot of material available
and should be presented to inform people
about this issue. Definition of sexual ha-
rassment now depends on the receiver,"
Virtue said.
There are several descriptions of sexual
harassment available. According to Virtue,
one doesn't have to touch, but often will
flash or moon the victim. Another form of
harassment is screading sexual rumors, such
as saying a person is gay. Spying on people
as they dress or shower at school can be
considered harassment.
Sexual comments, jokes. gestures, looks
or intentionally brushing against sorneo-e
in a sexual way are all forms of harassment.
Virtue said often sexual gestures are not
accountable in a court of law, depending on
the victim and if the damage is noticeable.
• Greeks
Campus status important in snow plowing lots
By Jaso.i McIntosh
Staff Writer
University of Maine faculij and Orono's
Inter-Fraternity Council debated the on or
off campus status of the university's Greek
houses Wednesday night.
The reason for the disagreement between
the two parties involved a memo sent out
recently from Facilities Management which
stated UMaine would no longer plow Greek
houses' parking lots.
Many representatives from local frater-
nities and sororities attended the IFC meet-
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• Contest
Campus Living encourages room personalization
By Yolanda M. Sly
Staff Writer
'This is home for the next yearr is one of
the first thoughts which comes to mind when
students begin moving into their dorm mom
How can one empty, dreary room he
turned into "home" for the next 10 months?
For some this task is easy. Put clothes in the
closet, tack up some pictures on a wall and
make the bed.
Thirty five others took this task as a
challenge. A chalknge. which if successful-
ly conquered would result in living in a
-home away from home" and the opportuni-
ty to win prizes for their efforts.
These people entered the -Dive In-Make
Yourself at Home" room personalization
1:01){e11. N111111 N as sponsored h5 I ersity
of Maine • s Office of Campus laving.
Campus Living supplied the paint and
materials and students supplied the creativ-
ity There were not many restrictions on
how rooms were decorated. Rooms had to
meet fire safety requirements and be painted
in colors that could be covered in the future.
Rooms were inspected by the fire mar-
shall on Wednesday. Oct. 6 for fire safety.
Rooms were judged on their creativity, ar-
tistic quality and structural design the next
day by a panel of judges.
According to Campus Living, the diversi-
ty of students was evident when the rooms
were judged. Some entries consisted of mu-
rals ranging from abstract and contemporary
artwork to pop culture. During the judging of
the looms it was noticed that vs S vsas a
popular subject to paint this year
Others hung curtains on their windows,
posters on their walls, added some plants
and utilited their space by moving their
furniture in creative ways.
Overall there were no problems with the
contest All entries were in good taste and
within fire safety guidelines The fire mar-
shall made some suggestions on how to
make the rooms more fire safe. "Everyone
was extremely pleased." Scott Anchors, di-
rector of Campus Living, said.
First place winners received dinner for
four at Margarita's with an escort by Smokey
the Bear. Second place winners earned 550
worth of credit on their dining card and third
place winners received a 10 gallon aquarium.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Cant afford to save for retirement?The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 2o to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to sai.•e now. you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside Just Sitio each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over St 54.031* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget Set each month
to reach the same goal.
a7,71
Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
ioin them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.
Searepleameisy parr fissure. Call our Esevollaseiat Heehaw 1 800 842-2888.
75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape ie".
.4, dor exte,r .1 n•II • 5.5 TI 4 4 Reo,rmeat 75, ••••.• 5.. 4. •••••••• .••
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South Campus winners were:
First place: Shawn Fmhinan and Melvin
Finona from York Hall.
Second Place: Aaron Milligan and Har-
lan Ily:de from Aroostook Hall.
Third Place: Brian Eckenroth and Jo-
seph Samek from Hancock Hall.
There was a tie for fourth place. They
were Nicole Beatrice from York Hall, and
Matthew Braxton and Nicholas Perry who
are also from York Hall.
East/West Campus Winners were:
First Place: Stephanie Lufkin from An-
stroscoggir
- There was a tie for second place. They
were Jonathan Hamann and Tony McCue
from Oxford Hall and Lisa Stangeland and
Tobie Akerley from Somerset Hall.
Tied for third place were Kelley Fields
from Oxford Hall. and Jen Buchan aridly
Bradbury also residents from Oxford Hall.
Many were surprised about winning.
Roommates Lisa Strangeland and Tobie
Akerley were "surprised and happy- about
placing in the contest.
Aaron Milligan entered the contest be-
cause "it was relaxing and this was an op-
portunity to paint."
"We're surprised. yesterday we found
out that there were more than 30 applicants.
we had no clue we came so close," Ty
Bradbury said.
One final thought about the contest came
from Nicholas Perry who said, "It's a good
thing to promote for next year."
Due to the response of this contest, Cam-
pus Lis mg is in the process of planning
another decorating contest for next semester
for the hallways.
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• Biological diversity
World Food Day menu includes
examination of genetic breeding
E+,zabeth Matel checks out scab resis-
tant apples (Page photo.)
By Yolanda M. Sly
Staff Writer
'The 1993 World Food Day questioned
the meaning and effects of biological diver-
sity .
Biological diversity is the genetic breed-
ing of different plants and it plays a large
part in where the food we eat comes from.
World Food Day began yesterday with a
lecture given by H. Garrison Wilkes. an
expert in the evolution of corn who has
published Ind lectured in the values of bio-
logical diversity.
His lecture titled "Dual Role of Seeds:
Food or Genetic Future" examined the two
sides of seeds, including the role they play in
our food chain and use for genetic informa-
tion.
Today at 3 p.m. Wilkes will conduct a
seminar on crop diversity conservation ti-
tled "Conservation Issues with Wild Ref
lives of Crops." The seminar is about the
genetic resources and how toconserve them
Plants need protection from dying out.
Unless live seeds are taken from a plant
before it dies, the species may become ex-
tinct.
Wilkes said he feels World Food Day is
impurtant Fe said. "People don't under-
stand where food comes from. Many buy
their food in a supermarket, especially since
many live in urbanized areas."
Wilkes also said it makes people aware
of "food not being there "
Crops produced in large quantities are
grown more, because they produce more
money. Consumers care more about saving
money than the genetics of their food.
"There's no cost difference in growing
plants that good for you then the ones that
are had for you," Wilkes said
The difference is which plant can pro-
duce more food, thus make more pmfit. he
said.
The problems with conserving food ge-
netic resources is always a problem, accord-
ing to Wilkes. People are becoming more
removed from the food supply as areas are
urbanized.
"People are dependent on others to de-
cide on the types of food they eat. We live in
a Democracy and people should he able to
decide what goes on with the types of food
they eat They have to he knowledgeable as
well as responsible," Wilkes said.
When asked what made Wilkes decide to
come to UMaine and discuss food day. he
stated. "Personal respect for Laura Merrick."
lvlerrick is Research Assistant Profes-
sor of Sustainable Agnculture Program.
They are members of the ethriobotinist com-
munity and have been friends as well as
colleagues for years. Merrick•s expertise
is in squash and Wilkes' expertise is in
corn.
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• Socialist Marxist studies
Professors present post-
revolutionary Cuba
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
Life in post-revolutionary Cuba was dis-
cussed yesterday dunng a presentation ti-
tled "Will Socialism Survive in Cuba?"
The hour-long slide presentation, by phi-
losophy Professor Michael How an] and jour-
nalism Professor Paul Grosswiler, described
what the two men had observed during a visit
to Cuba this past summer as part of the Inter-
national Conference of Radical Philosophers
Howard told of a visit to a children's
cardiac hospital, saying that the hospital
was one of the best in Latin Amenca. He
pointed out that, in addition to medical care.
Cubans are also entitled to dental and day
care.
Howard descnbed the day care center he
had visited, which he said was representative
of most day care centers in the area. The day
care center had a doctor and nurse on duty. as
well as a good racial fills am trig the children.
The adverse effects of a long-standing
economic embargo against trade with Cuba
are seen in the ration cards which must be
used to get staple food items. This system
has encouraged a growing black market
system. that everyone must use at one point
or another, according to Howard.
With only an estimated 10 percent of the
country's buses running, the population re-
lies primarily on bicycles for transportation.
Howard said.
•founsm is becoming a fast growing in-
dustry for Cuba
"Foreigners that have dollars can pur-
chase Just about anything that you want in
the tourist stores," Howard said.
Howard mentioned seeing children beg-
ging. and he felt that the begging was not a
result of hunger, but a result of the growing
number of boosts in the area.
Howard said the number of prostitutes
seen on the streets seems to have risen with
the number of visiting tourists.
Howard pointed to the National Assem-
bly elections held last March as a statement
on the Cuban revolution and it's effects.
Cubans were encouraged by a Florida radio
station to boycott the elections or to spoil
their secret ballots Despite these pleas, over
90 percent of the voters turned out and wide
spread ballot spoiling was not reported.
Gmsswiler's account of his visit to Cuba
was much like Howard's. but Grosswiler
said the U.S. media have distorted the reality
of Cuban life, giving the US. public the
perception that Cuba is "a country,' that's
clinging to communism."
Grosswiler said his image of Cuba was
changed when he actually arrived there. He
said he saw people who held an open, coop-
erative spirit, who took pnde in what they
have and what they do. He termed their
culture as healthy, and said Cub-ins overall
feel good about the revolution.
l'he presentation was sponsored by the
Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon
Senes and was held at the Memorial Union
ecembett
Graduates!
If you are graduating on
Dec. 18, 1993 and plan to
atttend Commencement
Ceremonies, and have not
turned in an "Application for
Degree" form, please stop by
the Office of the Registrar,
Basement of Hannibal
Hamlin Hall, immediately!
Deadline: Nov. 1
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• Foreign trade
sler executive examines US trade deficit
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment and reducing the trade deficit with
Japan will help Americans in the long run,
Robert A Lutz said Thursday in a speech at
Donald P. Corbett Hall
Lutz, president of Chry sler, spoke to
about 170 people in a speech titled "Beating
Back the Japanese Challenge to U S Busi-
ness.-
Lutz said NAFTA would break down
Mexican trade burners and allow Amer :an
car companies to sell more American-made
cars to Mexico
"Amencan companies and American
workers can participate in Mexican growth
from here, where the ins esti-tient is already.
in place." Lutz said
One major opponent cat NAFTA is the
United Auto Workers union, who say the
agreement will cause jobs to move to Mex-
ico if it passes
Lutz said management may he one rea-
son the UAW opposes NAFTA
"For years. we'se conditioned them by
saying the UAW wage is killing us. that
unless the wage went down we'd have to
import cars from Japan and put Chry der and
Chevrolet badges on them." he said
Lutz said NAFTA. if Congress passes the
agreement. will create American robs in the
long term instead of sending robs to Mexico
-The concept of Ross Perot and the 'gi-
ant sucking sound' is preposterous.- he said
The I.' S gosemment must play an ac-
tive role in reducing the trade deficit with
Japan. Lutz said
"Washington, frankly, long-term has to
do more than muscle the yen to handle the
trade deficit.- he said
The hest way to accomplish this, he said,
is to set a "firm, numerical target."
"We feel that's what this country should
do
The gin ernment should also try to re-
duce trade burner' with Japan. Lutz said
"Japan's market should be as open to our
products as our market is open to Japanese
goods.- he said
The economic stakes are high. Lutz said.
Approximately 600,000 jobs in the automo-
bile industry are lost with the trade deficit
with Japan
Lutz also talked about "The Machine
That Changed the World,- a book detailing
how Japanese industry. works.
"That book was a real w ake-up call for us
in Detroit," Lutz Said
The book details the "lean production
system made famous by Japanese produc-
ers. Groups of people work together from
the time the product is designed through the
finished product.
Traditionally . Lutz said. the United States
has followed a mass-production system,
where products are assembled piece by piece
and separate departments handle each stage
of production
After the car was designed. the design
department would "shove it (AV- the wall to
engineering." he said If the engineering de-
partment wanted to make changes. the design
would he sent back to the design department
Similarly, other departments wanting to
change a car design sent the pmcess back to
the precious department, all part of what
Lutz called "re-do loops"
With a recession setting in. Lutz said Chry s-
ler had to rethink how cars were made So. in
1989. Chrysl er decided to try a new approach
• Military scandal
Marine Corps set to
reopen  Tailhook
LOS ANGELES i AP) — the Manic
Corps is reopening the case of an officer
charged in the Tailhook scandal because of
new es idence indicating the woman who
blew the whistle on the affair accused the
wrong man
'The case ins (As es ('apt Gregory .1 BO-
nam. who is charged with attacking Navy
Lt Paula Ann Coughlin during the 1991
Tailhook cons ention in Las Vegas
Coughlin said at a heanng in August that
Bonam grabbed her buttocks. situ. k his hand
inside her bra and grabbed her hreastk whale
someone else tried to pull down her under-
pants an a crowded hi tel hallway After the
hearing, the case was sent to a general to
decide whether Bonam should face court-
martial
But new witnesses were expected to tes-
tify today at a hearing in Quantum. Va that
Boriam was nowhere near Coughlin when
she was attacked. the Los Angeles Tunes
reported today
James Kelly. a Navy cis than employee.
said that Coughlin. s assailant, whom he
cannot identify, was about the same height
as Coughlin — f, wit -4. mam' s attorney.
Patna Mackrell, told the Times lionam is
Just riser h-foot-I
Other witnesses were prepared to testify
that they were with Bonarn on a hotel patio
„
%AL II. sir Mar'
at the time ( oughlin was assaulted, the
newspaper reported
C4.ughlin's attorney. Nancy L Stagg.
said her client — a former admiral's aide
and helicopter pilot whose complaint broke
open the Tailhook scandal — still believes
she was assaulted by Bonam
-She identified him and that's what her
testimony is,- Stagg said
Marine Chief Warrant Officer Robert C
Jenks -.aid only that the case was ordered
reopened ''after additional witnesses, who
may have a bearing on the investigation.
were identified"
It was unclear why the witnesses are
stepping forward now
The Pentagon concluded that 83 women
were assaulted and 140 service members
engaged in improper conduct dunng the
gathering
At the pretr al hearing. Bonam and other
witnesses insisted he was a placid. church-
going man whit would have helped Cough-
lin if he had seen anyone attack her
Defense witnesses also pointed out that
Coughlin originally identified someone other
than Bonam in a photographic lineup, and
that photos of Bonam from the night of the
incident showed that he was weanng cloth-
ing that did not match Coughlin's recollec-
tion
Platform trains replaced the traditional as-
sembly maces.. broken down into tour Littler-
ent arras - small car, minis an. Jerpftnick, and
large CAI Each platform rani has control ot a
particular us aid, taking designers. engineers,
builders and other people directly ins calved.
By doing this, (,'hr y sler has cut costs
ins olsed in producing the car and improved
auto-producing efficiency. Lutz said
Die Dodge Neon. which will be as
able in January. took 31 months tocomplete,
at a cost of S1.3 billion, both setting industrs
benchmarks, Lutz said
The goal for the future, he said, is
introduce a new car every' six months.
"No way we could e'er introduce a new
product every six months under the old
system.- he said.
• Merging societies
Franco-Americans discuss
losing their culture
By Bill Grasso
Staff Writer
Most Americans don't go to sleep at niOt
wondering if they will forget their language or
culture when they wake up But people of
ethnic backgrounds sometimes feel forced Into
abandoning cultural trans in order to fit into
English-speaking society
In an effort to preserve the culture. the
Franco-American Center of the Urns ersity of
Slarac presented "Discovenng French Amen-
ca last night at the Honors Center, the first in the
new series, -The North American French Fact"
According to Jim Bishop. academic pro-
grams coordinator of the Franco-Amencan
Center. one-third of Marries population is of
Franco-Amencan decent
'The pnmary purpose of this series is to
capand awareness on this campus of Franco-
..Annencan presence in North America arid on
this campus." Bishop said
For last night's seminar, three visiting
professors of geography discussed their As-
sets awns of he French presence in America
and issues faced by many- French-speaking
Americans.
Dean Louder. from Universite Lasal.
grew up in America and shawl', gra% 'fated
tow ard Quebec ache got more in touch with
his ethnic heritage Louder eventually be-
gan to look hack at French communities in
the United States as pan of his research into
Franco-American history
"When I visited She University of !Starr Iin
1979. I discos tied nobody called themselves
French-Canadians anyinotr.-Loudersaid."they
called themsels es Franca-American"
Louder began refemng to these isolated
communities as islands, and there were so
many ct these that those are now collectively
refereed to as "the archipelago"
Cecy le Trepanier is also final Universite
Las al, and a native of Quebec Her first lan-
guage is French. and she related stone% of how
when she went o non-French speaking areas of
Canad.i, felt uncomfortable in has mg to choose
which language to use when approaching sup-
posedlsbilingual gm emment offices
"I. as a person from Quebec. want to let fir.
students know that there are people who speak
French all over North America.- Treparuer
said
Robert LeBlanc, of the l!ruversity of New
Hampshire, told a story about trying to hide his
ethnicity because he came from a small. En-
gush-speaking town Le B Lux: said eventually.
he "lost his French.- a feeling shared by many
who attended the seminar
Losing your French means not only forget-
trig how to speak the language, taut also y0..17
culture to adapt it the English culture
For many, this results in a feeling of loss
Many people sense of identity requires sorrr
link to the past ca ma certain group All three
speakers explained that for most people. cul-
ture and religion pros ide personal identity
And for most, language is the same as culture
The speakers pointed out that with the decline
of the church an Canada, all the people had left
was their language
The speaker; current concern about the
language. is the gradual supplanting of French
culture with English People do not want to lose
their culture, and mans feel the °sena helming
number of English-speaking people in North
America ',silh esentually push out the use of
French. and hence the as.ompanying culture
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• Gastonia textile strike
Scholar from Down Under discusses American history
By John Roy
Volunteer Writer
The picture of women as passive sup-
porters for men during strikes is not a picture
that was taken in Gastonia, North Carolina
in 1929
"There was hardly a Gastonian value left
in any of these women," Professor John
Salmond said of the women who shed tradi-
tional roles for active roles in the strike
Salmond, an American history professor
at La Trobe University. Melbourne. Austra-
lia, spoke in Little Hall Thursday afternoon
His visit to the University of Maine w as
sponsored by the UMaine History Depart-
ment and the Bureau of Labor Education
SalrnoncTs topic of discussion was the
Gastonia Textile Strike of 1929
Salmond spoke highly of the role women
played in the strike. He pointed out that they
were the ones on the picket line and in the
jails.
"A dangerous occupation indeed in the
lawless county of Gastonia,- Salmond said
He went on to say the women played
active roles in the strike partly because of the
women communist strike leaders who
brought modem values south with them.
-Values the mill women were beginning
to share." Salmons" said.
The strike took place at the Loray Mill of
Gastonia. It came about as a result of mod-
ernization null management was putting in
place This modernization took away jobs
and the workers refused to sit by and watch
it happen
In the end there was little the strikers
could do The mill, with all of its resources,
proved too powerful an adversary
"Management fought with rare feroci-
ty." Salmond said.
Salmond listed other reasons the stnLers
could not have won es-en if the management
had failed to grab victory
The failure of the strike leaders to under-
stand the culture they were in was high on
his list of reasons
This failure could be traced back to the
communist party, whose membership in-
cluded the leaders. The party was full of in
fighting in 1929 and thus they did not sup-
port the striker; very strongly.
-They were out on a limb," Salmond said
ot the strikers
The communists also would not bend on
the issue of racial equality. They depicted
the blacks and whites lecturing together on
platforms around the mill This did not bode
well in the southern county of Gastonia.
-The n•ality was you could not get a
black near a platform in Loray," Salmond
said.
There was also a vigilante group named
the Committee of 100 made up of police and
other armed men who opposed the Arike.
"The Committee of 100 was much too
powerful." said Salmond in explanation of
why no one stood up to this group.
The courts also did not help matters.
Sal mood said
He said the courts consistently sided
with the mill management. not because they
were nght, but in order to avoid more vio-
lence and mayhem
In 1934 there was another strike in
Gastonia That one also failed. After that,
strikes and unions were not welcomed in
Gastonia.
"History has made it too difficult,- Sal-
mond said of the inability of unions to grab
hold in Gastonia.
Salmood is in the L. S doing research for
a book he is wnting on this topic.
• Murder
Teenage girl accused of stabbing great-aunt 106 times
Al (,1 SI A. Maine (AF.O — A i 4-year-
old girl who allegedly stabbed her 68-year-
old great-aunt 106 times was being held in
state custody in connection with the wom-
an's death
Sherri Johnson was returned to the Maine
Youth Center in South Portland following
an initial court appearance Wednesday in
Augusta District Court. Another hearing is
scheduled for Nov_ S.
The teen-ager was accused of repeatedly
stabbing Haief DaNtion in the back in
Skowhegan before seeking out a state troop-
er and surrendenng Saturday night.
Prosecutors want to charge the teen- ager
with Juvenile murder If convicted. the max -
IMUM penalty would be confinement at the
Maine Youth Center until she turns 21
Friends said the victim was aware of her
great-niece's troubled life and had taken the
teen-ager into her home to help her
Vicky Giroux of West Clinton and
Michele Corson of Canaan said Mrs D3Ni-
son tried to help the teen-ager, who has been
described as a oansient who has lived on the
streets of Portland
"She told me there was one niece and
they couldn't do anything with her. She just
lived on the streets:• Giroux said
Giroux said she suspected the teen-ager
wanted to get money out of her aunt and
considered the older woman to be "an easy
touch
[)ac 'son' s life was dedicated to looking
after her husband, Leo, who died Sept 19.
said Corson, who was also one of Davison's
friends and part of a group that meets once
a week to do craftwork
State Trooper Clifford Sibley discos -
erect Davison's body after the girl ap-
proached turn early Sunday on Route 7 in
Con nna Police found the Das icon home
through the registration of the car the girl
was driving
Class Book Forums
Featuring Sissela Bok author of
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• Soldiers killed in Somalia are remembered
• Families sue over helicopter surveillance
• Teenager in custody for stabbing
• Marijuana searches
Families sue drug agency over surveillance flights
PORTLAND. Marne (API — Four west- MCL.l.
em Maine families who claim they were Branson said the searches expenenced
harassed by low -flying National Guard hell- by his clients 'art- d 15 to 36 minutes once
copters searching the countryside for man- twice a year, but the impact of the noise and
juana plants have sued the state's drug en- wind should not be minimized.
forcernent agency "It's big brother corning in your front
The civil suit. which seeks unspecified door and staying a long time." he said
damages, was filed this week by the Maine Attorney General Michael Carpenter.
Civil Liberties Union in Cumberland Coun- who will defend the police agencies in the
is Supenor Court case, acknowledged that the helicopter
Named as defendants were members of searches were "somewhat disruptive."
the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency. Maine "But I think it's a disruption that society
State Police and shenfr s departments in has found bearable:. Carpenter added
Oxford and Franklin counties Maurice Ouellette, dire,, tor of the Man-
The MCLU claims that the warrantless Juana Eradication Program, defended the
searches over private property often cause flights as a key weapon in the drug war in
substantial disruption on the ground below Maine
One pl. snuff, a Vietnam veteran, said his He disputed Branson's claim that the
post
-traumatic sues, disorder was exacer- choppers have flown as low as 2S0 feet
bated by the flights and another said a teth- abuse the ground during the past year
ered pet calf became distraught and strait- "We follow our polKy and that's how
gled itself or suffered a fatal seizure after a we operate." Ouellette said, noting that the
chopper flew overhead minimum altitude was raised this year from
'We view this as a serious transgression 400 feet to 500 feet
of constitutional rights. and we simply want The plaintiffs include the families of
to see that justice is done by these folks.- Bennie Bowie Sr and Bennie Bowie Jr.
said Christopher B Branson, one of the both of Carthage. Sidney J Pew of East
lawyers who filed the complaints for the Andover and Ronald and Karen Keene of
x field. whose properties were searched in
July and September 1992.
No marijuana was found and the plain-
tiffs were not charged with drug offenses
Bennie Bowie Jr claimed that his chil-
dren were upset for days when the pet calf
died after a helicopter flight on Sept. 17.
1992.
The complaint also stated that Ronald
Keene. the Vietnam veteran. ''snapped''
when a chopper hovered overhead on
Sept. 22. 1992, and he was forced to
check into a hospital two months later for
treatment of PTSD symptoms triggered
by the search.
The suit maintains that the lour families
suffered emotional distress, humiliation and
injury to reputation and pmperty
In addition todamages. they seek a court
ruling that helicopter searches are illegal.
Carpenter said his office received no
complaints from the public dunng the latest
marijuana eradication flights.
The attorney general also noted that jso-
lice are permitted to seize incriminating
evidence without a search warrant if they
inadvertently come upon it when it is in
plain view
Sen. George Mitchell and Human Services Secretary Donna Shalala will discuss health
care reform at 10:30 a.m. in the Wells Conference Center on Saturday. 
i
• Maine media
Guy Gannett
subsidiary buys
newspaper
BA Ill. Maine i API — A division of
Portlanu- based Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
has purchased The Coastal Journal, a week-
ly community newspaper
Brian C Thayer, president of Central
Maine Newspapers, would not disclose the
purchase price.
Thayer said Central Maine Newspapers
knew the Bath weekly was suffering from
financial troubles.
"I didn't want to see any publication go
under It's a fine weekly paper with a mce
niche," he said
Central Maine Newspapers owns the
Kennebec Journal in Augusta and the Morn-
ing Sentinel in Waterville
In addition to the Central Maine News-
papers. Guy Gannett operates the Port-
land Newspapers, WGME-TV in Port-
land and other radio and TV stations, and
a chain of weekly newspapers in Minne-
sota with a combined circulation of
400,000.
Under the agreement, Coastal Journal
general manager Robert Meyers will remain
in his post and assume additional overall
responsibilities The weekly newspaper has
a circulation of 36.000.
I Survived My
Mother's Abortion
Come and Hear
the true story of
Tina and Heidi Huffman
7:00 PM October 15th
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
Sponsored by Students for Life
The Maine Camp
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• Army sergeant remembered
Many gather at fun. eral for soldier killed in Somalia
LISBON. Maine (API -- Maine's gov-
ernor joined 5(10 other mourners Thursday at
the funeral for Army Sgt. Thomas J. Field.
who was killed in the fighting in Somalia.
Small yellow ribbons decorated the out-
side of St. Anne's Roman Catholic Church,
which Field had attended, as the main sanc-
tuary was closed off to reserve seats for
family and special guests
Members of Maine veterans' groups clus-
tered outside.
"It's a shame to always bring a veteran
home this way," said Alfred Bolduc, a vet-
eran of Korea from Durham. "It's not the
homecoming they wanted."
*Green Beret casualty
Soldier remember
as devoted father,
husband
LINCOLN. Maine tAP — Master Sgt
Gary 1 Gordon. one of two Maine soldiers
killed this month in fighting in Somalia, was
remembered by his wife as a loving husband
and devoted father, as well as a military.
hero
Residents planned a hero's tribute Thurs-
day night ss hen Gordon's body is returned to
the paper mill town he left 15 years ago to
join the Army
Gov, John R Mc Keman and Rep_ Olym-
pia Snowy planned to attend a graveside
service for the 33-year-old Green Beret on
Saturday.
A funeral for the other Milner killed in
the Oct. 3 battle in Mogadishu. Staff Sgt
Thomas J. Field. 25, was held Thursday in
his home town of Lisbon.
Gordon was remembered around town
as a quiet. easy-going youth who always
gave 110 percent . He was a 1978 graduate of
Mattanawcook Academy and played on the
football team_
Earlier this week, students at the school
observed a moment of silence to coincide
with a funeral sers ice held for Gordon at
Fort Bragg. N.0
His wife of se, en years, Carmen, said
Gordon's distinguished record in the mili-
tary was common knowledge.
But I want the world to know he was
not only an excellent soldier, he was a lov-
ing. gentle. kind husband and be was the
most wonderful father anybody could have:.
Mrs. Gordon told the Bangor Daily News.
"What tears my heart out is he will never
he able to see his children grow up. which
was all he wanted in life
Mrs Gordon said her husband always
made sure there was time set aside for the
children. Ian. 6. and Brittany. 3.
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After the sers ice, mourners following a Army Special Operations As 'anon Regi- arrised at the church with a bouquet of
hearse carrying the flag 'draped casket to St.
Anne's cemetery joined a procession down
Main Street
Among those in attendance at the funeral
were Gov. John R McKeman and Brig.
Gen Richard Potter, commander of the 160th
mem in which Field served.
Also present was a Maine man wound-
ed in Somalia who returned to his family's
home in Carthage on Wednesday. Sgt.
Aaron Williamson, who had been aboard
the same Blackhawk helicopter as Field,
flowers.
Field was remembered as a good person,
a loving son and an excellent auto mechanic
who loved to race cars.
"A very fine young man,- said Rev.
Mitchell Wanat
Off-Campus Board from page 1
A few major expenses have been undertak-
en by OCB over the last few months The most
recent of which was Octoberfest held at the
beginning of the morith at Hilltop Complex
Parker took some cnuctsm at last week's high-
ly charged tr7eting about the concert. A few
students questioned turn about the lack of
planning involved in die concert. Parker said he
planned the enure show in just under a week but
resented the criticism about his involvement
with the show
'To inc, it felt mixii more irresponsible not
to do it than to do the hest with the time 1 had,"
Parker said after last night's (113 meeting
During the summer. the Ram's Horn un-
derwent renovations that took a healthy shix
out of ('B's $22,000-phe budget Parker
estimated the oast of renovating the Ram's
Horn at approximately S4.000. He said the
money was used to pay for Nelson's small
labor salary. materials for building as well as
food and beverages for volunteer workers.
When questioned about allegations that the
beverages purchased from the 003 budget
were actually cases of leer, Parker categorical-
ly denied them.
"I'm confident that there was no irnpropn-
ety, all of the expenditures are ieginniate."
Parker said.
The 003 budget books show that there
were five different purchases from Beverage
Warehouse in Orono during the last few weeks
of August into the first week of September. . The
purchases totaled add up to Approximately
S2OU
OCB is currently planning a rewrite of then
mristitution during the aiming Mem-
bers are hopeful that the new structure of the
board will allow themselves to be better repre-
sentatives of off-campus students while im-
W'A the communication watun the internal
structure of the board.
Despite any problems OCB has had recent -
ly, the board still continues to program several
successful events on and around campus The
Ram's Horn continues to run at full speed
providing inexpensive breakfasts in the morn-
ing and a quiet place to study in the afternoon_
The Horn also hosts nurneruus movies and
concerts for all students who venture just be-
yond York Village on the Grove Street exten-
sion 'The Horn is also cheap to rent for any
student organmata in that wishes to The cost is
about $25 Rex-amity appointed treasurer John
Langille spoke with optimism about OCB at
Last night's meeting.
"A lot of things that have been done in the
past are just that, the past," Langille said. 'The
purpose of OCB is programming and we've
got to treat it as such. We've got to look to the
future and du what we do best"
The annual Bumstock concert held in April
is in its preliminary planning stages while
features such as -Celluloid Sundays" and -The
RAM's Horn Presents" are in the works. Jay
Hams, director of the Horn, says he is short of
volunteers and encourages anyone who wishes
to help to feel free to visit.
The Rain' s Horn has been ax-used by some
as being a cliquish place but OCB member
Deborah Blease said outs., ard appearances are
not alv.ay s what they seem She likened the
Horn to a limuly atmosphere. where Inends
can hang out and be themselves. She also said
the Horn has never turned anyone away and,
citing an extreme example. never plans to.
"Even if the KKK wanted to use the Ram's
Horn, we wouldn't tystrict them as long as they
let anyone in, even a black Jewish person. We
just want to make it a place that anyone who
wants to use it Blease said.
Camping is a
LifeSport
LifeSports bears one of the largest
camping selections in Maine.
Everything from bug dope to bears.
bb7-7819
LIFE 11,1SP0RTS
Ellsworth, High Street
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EditorialPage
• Column
Move your butts
Bonnie Simcock
I reach for the door handle of the Union entrance ready to
escape the stuffy building, awaiting the crisp, fresh air. I open
the door and step out into the great outdoors and inhale deeply
Aaaak. gag. cough. sputter.
I'm now enveloped in a wall of second-hand cigarette smoke
so thick, you'd think some son of mill were under my feet emitting fumes
I realize the air technically belongs to no one person It belongs to everyone
While laws restrict smoking in many buildings, anyone should be able to do as
they please outside. anything that doesn't harm or obstruct another person
The Union is a temfic meeting place and many peopk hang out on the steps
No problem It becomes a problem when people light up right in front of the
entrance and unwilling passerby ers become victims to second-hand smoke, which
is provin dangerous to a person's health
Smokers may argue a person like me wouldn't make an issue out of a smoky
bar If I. a non-smoker. go to a bar, I choose to subject my self to smoke III try to
enter a building, why should I be forced to inhale someone's smoke.
Maybe more benches should he set away from the steps of the Union and any
other building where smokers can relax and pollute only their own lungs This
way. the smoke could dissipate and wouldn't be as concentrated
Perhaps I'm sensitive to smoke because I have asthma Sometimes in a smoky
room, my larynx and bronchial tube constrict to the point where I lose both my
voice and my breath
Most non-smokers however. agree that cigarette smoke is foul It clings to
clothing and hair telling anyone within 15 feet you have been smoking or exposed
to it.
What bothers me is why people continue to smoke after it's continually
Publicized as a health hazard. I've hcard, from a reliable ("Maine health services
official, that nearly half of the students on this campus smoke, some only occa-
sionally. but still, this is an amazingly large percentage
Our grandparents kriela no better, but we certainly should It's difficult to break
the habit. I understand, so why do so many young students es en start? No one likes
smoking when he or she starts Some even are sick from it. How does it become a
habit'
We are watching so many around us die from smoke-related cancers. emphyse-
ma. or asthma complications. Almost everyone can name someone who is dying
or has died from these diseases, which are often tied to smoking Any of these are
painful and slow, people just whither away in front of you while their Immune
systems. hearts and lungs deteriorate. It's not cool
Habits aren't bad as long as they harm no one Smoking obviously harms
people If you dm ,de to continue, try to he conscious of others' breathing space.
The smoker's nghts should stop where the non-smoker is in breathing distance.
unless the smoker asks permission or is in a designated smoking area
When I'm walking to class and someone lights up nght in front of me. I find
my self holding ITio breath Should I base to do this while the person carelessly
exhales right in my face'
I know I may base offended some smokers but you L. an all breathe easy
because I'm finished fuming
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• Foreign concerns
Our place is not in theirs
The United States needs to recon-
sider policy on foreign situations.
Take for example the U.S. presence in
Somalia and the planned presence in
Haiti that have taken up so much of
President Clinton's attention lately.
In the interest of providing a
smooth transition to a democratic lead-
ership in Haiti, the U.S. decided to send
a force to train the Haitian military and
police. Upon arrival, these same orga-
nizations blocked the U.S. from land-
ing. Obviously they don't want us
there—end of story. right?
Wrong. President Clinton has
choices. He could order the U.S. mili-
tary to push its way into Haiti. he could
impose an embargo until the intended
government headed by Jean-Bertrand
Aristide takes over, or he could ignore
the situation and let it play itself out.
To make this decision it helps to
know what the Haitian threat to the
U.S. is and what it could be. In the
recent past. they haven't been any more
than an economic burden Many Amer-
icans feel bothered by Haitians litter-
ing themselves on American shores in
an attempt to escape the poverty of
their own country. Then we are fur-
thered burdened with the economic and
emotional responsibility of sending
them back.
It's too had that the embargo, which
Clinton put int() effect Tuesday, won't
ease our consciences any An econo-
my-destroying embargo won't do any-
thing to help poor Haitians and prevent
them from coming to the U.S. This
decision is simply a continuation of a
stronger country imposing its will on
another.
The situation in Somalia is drasti-
cally different from that in Haiti. but
does offer similarities.
A week ago we were in a honible
situation with American servicemen
dead and one being held in captivity:.
Luckily the prisoner. Michael Durant.
was released and his story ended happily.
The U.S. deserves no credit for
this. They didn't negotiate his release.
Instead. the Somalis holding him cap-
tive realized the importance of a move
toward peace within their own coun-
try.
If anything. the U.S. should have
stuck to its original mission of provid-
ing humanitarian aid. When asked by
the United Nations to serve as police-
men and hunt down Gen. Mohamed
Farrah Aidid, we should have refused
We don't have a place there.
President Clinton deserves some
credit for at least not pushing the situ-
ation in Haiti to violence that would
have endangered U.S. sers icemen. He
is also to be commended for finally
defining the U.S.'s role more clearly in
Somalia in his speech Thursday. and
for sending U.S. envoy Robert Oakley
to negotiate a political, rather than mil-
itary resolution.
However, we, the citizens of the
United States, as well as our President
and our Congress, need to realize the
danger of getting involved in foreign
disputes. We need to realize that no
matter how right we may think we are.
some countries just don't appreciate
our presence, and that we need to stay
Out of their business
The Maine Campus,1
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ROTC from page 1
nal forms to sign. By signing these forms that
specifically asked sexual orientation questions
and then verbally changing his answer, Snow
reneged on a contract.
"Neal forged govenunent documents He
violated federal law- Captain Kenneth Burgess
said
Snow lost a commission in the Air Forte
because of both his sexual orientation and his
breach of Linnet.
Because of this, Snow has ailed his opinions
and sought the help of the Faculty Senate.
In hopes of eliminating discrimination, the
Faculty Senate has empowered UMaine Presi-
dent Fred Hutchinson to sue the Air Force.
The national military' ban keeps homosexu-
als out ol the armed forces. and ROTC is obligat-
ed to uphold these federal statutes but R(nr
must comply with university policies in regard
to its c(urses.
-We're not denying hint (Neal) academic
credit We're not denying him a degree. which
is a product of the university. What we are
denying him is an Air Fonx aX111111SSII haSed
Oil our criteria.- Burgess said.
Rosebush added that this criteria has been set
at a level agreed upon by President Hutchinson
In the WITIITIC1 It 1992 Hutchinson signed a
ontract with dr Air Force in vstuch he agreed
that the Secretary of the Air Tone makes deci-
sions regarding such things as the conduct of
those entenng into the program All potential
ROT(' participants must fill out standard mili-
tary. applications.
By not allowing Snow to participate in the
leaderslup lab exercises held every week, he is
reminded that he has been denied a place in the
armed forces This lab is a separate entity fmrn
any LlIMCUlum offered from semester to semes-
ter in the course guide.
When the Faculty Set tate takes aim at ROTC
for discrimination charges. Rosebush said they
are concentrating on an aspect that can be 031Th
pared to other privrarns on campus. He eluded
to the discnmination of gender in areas of the
uni versity
Rosebush pointed out that because of gen-
der, it may be unpossiblc to be a part of many
things Women are not allowed to play football
Men are tax allowed to he a part of All Maine
Women The Senior Skulls deny women fmm
attending any meetings they hold.
Burgess said that the university even dis-
crminatvi to a certain extent.
-Obviously if you don't maintain a certain
G.P.A. you can be removed from campus or if
you don' t have the money }meant come hoe,"
he said.
With this blatant and impbed discrimination
at I. Maine, Rosebush said he was confused as to
why ROTC's activities exclusion of some peo-
ple is any different than other university activi-
ties that discriminate against people
Rosebush said many programs are cagy irt-
ed by the university, while others are excluded
He mentioned the support for -Coming Out
Week- by the university through sponsorship,
but questioned why nothing has been done to
make this Nov . II Veterans Day a day to praise
the military.
"While we applaud the attempted fairness to
treat Mr. Snow, we would expect to be treated
similarly." he said
When the Faculty Senate decided to try to
make things fair in the Snow situation, the
dischnunation policy became the issue_ HOVi
ii onder to hold discrimination OM the
heads of ROTC. Rosebush said all areas (il the
university. he arratiered to see how prominent
discnmination is here
DUNKIN from page 1
called -branding."
According to Lew is, some of the benefits of
branding include name recognition. enhanced
sales and customer satisfaction
He said the nationwide trend goes beyond
franchises Even the Heinz ketchup packages
provided in the Union are a form of branding.
Smith said branding was brought tot TM aine
by food service administrators who previously
worked at other universities, and that it should
not he assumed national trends apply to I. lMaine
He also said food sers ice administrators were
getting -too cozy" with corporations.
Lewis explained that branding lets in-house
products increase in quality, the franchise's
product compliments the uni %visit\ s goods. A
cheaper, generic product is offered under a
brand name, while what is probably a more
expensive, better quality item is offered by the
unisersuty
Smith has problems with the food the cif-
fee shop sells, too.
"I think food should be as good as it could
possibly be," he said "I think most of the
customers agree.''
According to Lewis, the coffee shop's goods
are no longer baked at the sop, but in Wells
Commons Lewis said the reason for the move
was an order by Octwational Safety and Health
Adnum %wawa. which gave cm:mom to UMaine
for inadequacies in the shop's bakery area
Smith said the baked goods, when made in
the shop, were made from scratch Now that the
baking is (done in Wells, a pentacle barter is
used, and Smith feels quality has suffered.
He said he had no problem with who was
doing the baking and felt the bakers were
competent.
-Now we're not getting their stuff, we're
getting premade stuff," he said.
Smith said be felt the clientele of the coffee
shop was varied and probably would not be
drawn to Dunkin Donuts
Lewis agreed.
"In the end, Dunkin Donuts and coffee
shop products are designed for two different
tastes," Lewis said.
Lewis explained that the coffee shop was
designed to serve faculty, stall and students.
Smith said about 25 percent of the shop's
customers were faculty members.
With the Student Government, student ac-
tivities and Greek life offices down the hall,
Smith said the spectrum of customers is broad,
including more than just the "classic group of
people who sit on the Union steps.-
Smith said a priority of his was to make
everyone feel welcome, and to provide the best
possible food.
"Believe it or not,- he said with a grin,
'food is just a hobby."
Maine Day from page!
anti what it's all about
"If another organization want, to provide
entertainment or a band fine, but it" s not what
we're about this year," Allen said.
Allen also said Maine Day is a privilege that
shouldn't be taken for granted.
Allen said he and Gage are in the process of
looking for a new treasurer 1 ay kr said he was
unsure if he would try to retain his posmort
Eteaulieu decided to not be an official member of
the cornrruttee this !mar
-In hex (it the fact I had no position I
decided to put my time commitment toward my
hall, representing it as a senator remain
active with the comminee but not as 3 
she said.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Pall
For Friday, October 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Resourceful and energetic, you have a flair
for uncovering profitable financial ventures
in the most unlikely places. You also bene-
fit financially from partnerships, whether
it's a marriage or business arrangement.
Your powerful desire for social harmony
can pose a problem. Sometimes it's more
important to stand up for yourself than to
keep the peace.
ARIES (March 21 - .April 19): Com-
puters, cars, and all manner of mechanical
devices seem to conspire against you. For-
tunately, co-workers are unusually cooper-
ative
TAURUS (April 20. May 20): Some-
one appeals to your strong protective streak.
Listen carefully, and trust sour intuition.
Your response. as alv.ays. is ,enerous
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An un-
expected sexual overture coulo confuse you
today Are you imagining this? Is this some-
thing that you V. Ich to pursue?
CANCER (June 21 - Jul) 22): Ness
directions call to you; educational opportu-
nifies and new experiences opei your eyes
to a myriad of exciting possibilties. Don't
he afraid to go for it'
LEO (Jul) 23 - Aug. 22): The Sun
square oft 'ranus and Neptune causes abrupt
and confusing (hinges in relationships
Hang tight, things will soon stabilire.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Existing
relationships intensify under the Venus sex-
tile of Pluto A deep, brooding aspect of
sex. money and subtle manipulation takes
hold
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Financial
realities are easily confused with emotional
issues Your money situation is a hit rocky
right now, making this a had time to loan or
borrow money
SCORPI() Oct. 23 - Nov. 21). I'he
Sun square Uranus and Neptune bnngs sud-
den, confusing charges with institutions,
communications, and siblings
SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22 - Dec. 21):
An old love relanonship may enjoy a hnef
revival, but don't count on it to last very
long The problems that separated you still
remain
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 191:
!store abrupt. unsettling changes take place.
possibly relating to what happened yester-
day Give yourself time to adjust to all this
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A
serene. optirrosti, mind-set makes this the
nine to sort through the tangle of the ' tt
less days You feel centered and confident
PISCES (Feb.19 - March 201: t would
he very tempting to retreat today Protect
soursdf, but don't isolate yourNell from the
ones who really love you
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For Saturday
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Satut day, October 16
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Idealistic, perceptive and sociable, you ex-
press your individuality through your inter
action with the important people in you
life. Peace-loving and fair-minded, you
strive to live in harmony with those around
you, often to your own detriment Forgo:
ing by nature, you must guard against a
tendency to allow others to take advantage
ot sou.
ARILS (March 21 - April 19): A cet
tarn calm optimism guides your hand as
your work expands your goals and ambi-
tions Recent changes are seen in perspec
tOe Progress is made
TAURUS (April 20. May 20): You
get a much needed break trom the action (il
a hectic day Personal relations are warm
and secure Team efforts get good results
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): ()h.',
cies spring up suddenly, lust as you arc
focused on clearing up a past debt. Take it
one step at a time and you will make
progress.
t'AN(ER (June 21 - July 22): You're
teeling warm and secure and this is reflect
ed in every area ot your life Putting future
aspirations down on paper will help clarify
your goals
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The dynam-
ics of a good working relationship could be
spoiled forever if you insist on being stub-
born Try to let the little things slide.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Life gets
much easier today when Jupiter trines Sat-
urn Your -lerant. easy -going attitude has
others looking to you for secunts
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You feel
as though you can handle anything now,
and you just might he nght Complex pmb-
lems are suddenly child's play Nothing
can phase you now
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Life is
simplified by the Jupiter trine of Saturn
Risks begin to pay off Once again. atten-
ion to routine details leads to profit.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
The fog lifts as Jupiter trines Saturn A
cool, tolerant attitude helps you sort through
complex issues You're on the right track
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 14): Re-
'ationships usually es oivc gradually. dc-
,. eloping over time Then again, sometimes
ihey change overnight Try not to overre-
act
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 111): A
quiet unshakable faith in your own abilities
mder:cores your es cry effort. Progress to
ward your goals is gradual, but unalterable
PISCES (Feb. 19. March 20): A toter
ant, optimism. attitude helps you pet a het
ter handle on your financial situation Am-
bition and practicality merge
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Corrections
It was incorrectly stated in
the Oct. 8 Facilities Manage-
ment article that Todd Mercer
is president of Phi Kappa Sig-
ma. David Shaw is president of
that fraternity.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1400-726-3003 to talk l-on-I with • pmfessional astrologer about your
personal ooncens — love and nompatability. work. money. career.
relationships, family
Not a tape or computer mexasige' Amtrolorrers are available sever. days a
week, morning through evening, at a oost of $2 99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone The Meat minute Is PREF You must be IS or older Call
today — 1400-7.11-90/111
A rtsForum
What's
new un
the arts
scenes
In The Near Future:
Teleconference: "Seeds ocConffict
Rinitiversit) and Foots Secunry." a
W'orki Food Day Teleconference, part
of the UMaine World Food Day Obser-
vance, Fnday, Oct 15. noon 3 p m., 126
Barrows Hall. Fret
Musk: "Peiforntance b) the Band:
Lerteri to Cleo," Friday. Oct. 15. 9 p.m.
in the Damn Yankee. Admission Fee.
MCA: -.Sunday in the Park with
George." Saturday. Oct 16, at 8 p.m.
Admission fee.
Mix: "Coffee House with Aubrey
Atwater." Sunday. Sept I 7 at 8 p.m in
the Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union.
Film: "Faces of the Enemy." part of
the Food for Thought Video Lunch Se-
ries, Monday, Oct lE al 12:15 pan,*
the Bangor Lounge. Memorial
Free.
On-goleig arts and estleritaianatuf:
TGIF Mvstc, every Friday. ROM
Bangor Lounge, Union.
Moviea from India ever, Monday .
6.30 p.m.. 101 Neville.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series,
every Monday. i 2:15-1.10p.m . Bangor
Lounge. Union
Maine Recant, Poetry Readings, first
Tuesday of every month, Ram's Horn.
Movie and Live Music every Thurs-
day. 7.30 p.rn.. ftatri•s Horn
Charlie Chaplin 'Flte Early Mims of
a Screen Legend, the Mid-day ilrie—clay
Video Program. 2 30-4:30 p m., every
Tuesday. FFA Room. Mecasa ea! Union.
Afajo in Black and White,' a
Ulstaine VItiscrun of Art e clutert, 0o..14
Dec_ I . Hole in the Wale Gallery , Memo-
"Theatre Dein, Exhibition.-
UMaine Vi Locum of Art exhibit. tbrosielk
Oct. 11, Hauck Gal/cry, Memerhe
Union
'Wend) Mark Monoprimt Work-
shop," a 1.27Maine Museum of An exhib-
it. through Nov 1. 193S Gallery. Cam-
egte Hail
"Monoprints' The John Scott Work-
shop. a UMaine Museum of Art exhib-
it, through Nov. 8, Graphics Gallery,
Memorial Union
"Ana Corcoran Cooper: NeW Paint-
ings, "a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit
through Oct 25, Carnegie Hall.
'Cantons Pasorarripits Future:Cre-
ating k.i/rrirrunitv, " an Institutional Nan-
ning eshilsit through tarty fall, Alumni
Hall
"The 4 ri Inside,- an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood actual aNlqe,
coordinated by Kadll Wail. program
nurse for Mid-Maine Medical Center's
Diagnostic Program for Child Abuse.
Waterville, on display in the Women's
amour= Center. 101 Fernald Hall,
Owough Oct. 16. then on display, in the
11Maine Museum of Art. Carnegie Hall,
November.
• Ouitthis arts and entertainment
filre free titilesa otherwise noted
• Memorial Union
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1• Disney "Gets the Picture" with Cool Runnings• Maine Masque prepares for 88th season opener• Artsy stuff - Yikes! It's everywhere you look
Is this mural art or what?
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
Are those nick climbers in harnesses (iT
orange ROTC members in their underwear at
, 'impute! terminals''
There's been it-vent confusion over the
!unction 01 fless murals on the firm floor of
Niemorial I:mon outside the Maine B011tki
office and the ciunputer chime!
list 1 iernes the Univeraty of Maine ROM`
Ma 'enter direst" . said he and his staff initial
Is endorsed the idea of tilling up wall spice ss ith
live" graphics and an What is now there.
hilWeVer. Is not stalk-thing they are pleased with
"We saw the design before it V. as painted
hut no one in this office liked it. It didn't
reflect what we wanted.- he said "It's one
rierCer4ii,r1 of our goal
At the time. Tierney said he felt he wasn't
in a position to influence any change in the
design He said he'd like to see something
more abstract has ing mom action - what
Maine Bound is about He said he v. as al'
disappointed in the mural because lock climb
ing is only one it the many activities Maine
Bound sponsora
The Union director's office let the an
departmeni specifically the former director
.1 the UMaine Museum of An dires.-to!
harka Sherbet d. commission an artist The
I ,nion office paid S5ik) for the art.
June :Try. a non-traditional EMaine art
student from Eche Id, Was told to design some-
thing to tie the computer Cluster together with
the Maine Bound office
-The only ideal had ssas to he graphic
The uniforms of the nikk l.limher, are really
the only thug that tie the two murals together,
Grey said "It may he a silly idea. but I
thought rock climber% may use a computer to
graph out their hest course We're in a society
• Museums
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, or so they say (Borl photo.)
that uses a computer for everything its the
only thing I 'wild think of," Grey said
-Some people enjoy it, some people don't
entily it.- 1)ase Rand. director of the Tinton.
said '1 guess that s what you can expect with
a piece of at, "
Rand said he'd like some input about
what people would like to see on the walls in
the future but added. -I don't see us replacint
these objects. they, •re there for a while les
difficult to satisfy' everyone
The question that pops into most minds is
why do the two different programs comput-
er% and Maine Bourxi. have to he tied togeth
er'' Sure. they 're housed in the same location
hut can't there he two separate murals about
each wits ity
What do you think" is this the kind of an
you'd like to see in the Union" Write to us and
let us know.
Tax law: give and ye shall receive
By Rob Turkington
Staff Writer
'after almost a year of lobbying by an
donators. and museum curator. across the coun-
try. a recent resolution in the federal tax CITIk-
turc may encourage more collectors to donate
anworii for display at museums
Stephen I Whittington, director of the
Hudson museum said that the University of
Maine is lust one of the places the change has
affected
"I think the change in the lass will Increase
the amount every museum will receive Muse-
urn' had realla awn the numher of chartrahle
donations of ohiects go down when the law
changed in early 1992.- Whittington said
Previously donors had been allowed to
make a deduction hased on what the item was
wth at the time it was donated to the museum
This allowed the benefactors to take advantage
()I any appreciation in value according to
Whittington When the laws changed in June
of 1092. donors could only deduct what thes
had paid fra the item excluding any anon-cm
Don in value
"I think that everybody was quite aware
when the law changed and they- didn't have the
advantage the had before 1 think that it was
pretty widespread knowledge.- Whittington
said
The tax laws affecting charitable donations
changed this summer to a form similar to the
tax laws prior to 1992. Steven Colhum. assis-
tant professor of accoimung at I. Name said in
an interview earlier this week
"The change is designed to make charitable
donations more attractive to potential di as
so that the% don't have to worra ins-teas
111/2 the amount of income that wcalki he saihect
to the ahernan ve minim an tax; Colburn said
There are two types of tax sy stems that
affect charitable donations There is the federal
tax system that most Americans pay each year.
and there is an alternative minimum tax which
affects individuals . .h.:, deductions are not
covered in the federal tax forms Colhum said
that the alternative minimum tax was designed
to make sure that people who have a Ira of
deductions pa) come taxes
Thank tothrschange in the tea stricture. the
Hudson museum has seen an increase in the
types of collections arriving at the museum As
a direct result of the tax change. the Hudson
museum received the donation of a Kwakuuil
( 'rooked Real of lieaven mask from the north
west coact of Canada. Whiturigton said Th..
ma, Daley, a collector from New Vort who
CUTTITTKP, in Maine, put off the donation of the
mask until shortly after the implementation of
the tax change
'Daley had told me a couple of Years ag.
that he was going to give me the mask, hut then
the tax law schanged, and negotiations stalled
Whimngton said
The donation cif the mask isn't the only
thing the museum has received. Whittington
said Right now they are in the process of
working out a deal to chspiay works of south-
western art frorn another donor
The tax, law has its incentives as well The
law is retroactive to June 30, 1992 Fors-cilles
al1T% that means anything donated after Jura
710. will he deductihw under the new law
"i The Internal Revenue Service gave art
incentive In the people who gave to museums
in the Iasi couple of years They could go hack
and claim the fair market value of the objects
even though at the time 'it their clonatton the',
could only claim what they had paid,- Whit
[moon said
But, the change has not come without its
Sec TAX on page 15
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• Maine Masque
The play's the thing beginning next week
By Frank Gallagher
Staff Writer
Its earI in the morning and you'liejlist
emerged from the Memorial Union with
that first cup of coffee As %iu cut down the
path in hack of the lihrar% toward The
Maples and your impending philosophy
pre I i M. yOU look off to %our right and notice
a rather unassuming octagonal structure.
and perhaps sou wonder just what exactly
goes on in there
lhat little building is the 140-seat Pavilion
Theater, the site of several shosis presented
In the Department of Theatre/Dance and
Maine Masque Theatre
The season is made up of two series. the
Kiosk Auditorium series, and the Pavilion
theater series Both feature performances
and set construction h% students The Pas Mon
series is also student-directed
the Hauck Auditorium series opens with
a production of Ow ar SA Ides"The Impor-
tance of Being Lamest,"s hich still run Octo-
her 22.21.29 and 30 at ft pm It will also pla%
on Thursaia%.00 28 and Sunda% s( k-t 24 and
I at 2 pm This w aty %tor% uI mmance and
deception is directed In Sandra Hardy. the-
ater professor
Other shows in the Haus k series include
The Man Who Came to Dinner- by George
Kaufman and Moss Hart. the Damon Runyon
musical -14.1%s and l)olls.' sthmch has recent-
I% heen re% ived on Broadway . and the annual
dance concen which still showcase modem
dance. ballet and jazz works choreographed
In students and facult%
Patmns of this years %ran man notice the
shows are running for rw o weeks instead of the
single week run that stat tart years format
"The shows are a % nal pan in the teaching
process B% having them run for two weeks
instead of just one. we an ofTer a more
professional en% 'moment. and also help build
word-of -mouth puhlocit% that is so important
to a successful production.- Snider said
The pat Ilion series V1 ii! open with gradu-
ate student Deana Henderson - a production of
"Isn't it Romantic-- In Wends Wasserstein
The plan wili run Ns 11.11.19 and 2i ti-
co hen with graduate student Jell ('‘irnseau's
15
Gwyneth Jones (1) and Kerry Campbell (r) prepare for the premier of Maine Masque's Seth season (courtesy photo.)
interpretation of Samuel Beckett-% "Waiting
for Godos -*Gotiot- will run Not 12,14 18
and 20
---(sn•t it Romantic is a modern romantic
comedy that deals w ith the roles of rnen and
women within a relationship scenario I ac-
tuall% chose the play because I could relate to
it in a IN of ways. It is %era episodic. and
W asserstem -s work tends to he %-en auto-
hi,igraphk al. so the main character Jane% is
hask-all% her I think the closer space of the
Pa% limn works much hener for the piece If
it %163, in Hauck. something, the intimac).
would he lost.- Henderson said
The final production of the Pas Ilion
series is titled "A Gores Phantas%, or the
t -Mound Journal of Mrs Regera I aosi d)-
h% I ard (-awe% an. of the public Iciest-
TAX from page 14
pn.hiem% The amount it paperwork involved
is long and tedious when compared with the
s% stem in place pnorto 1442. Whin ington said
"There is a kit more papenowt and a.
counting that has to he done to malls prove that
the wee st as given to the museum The old
" stem %.• a, loose. now nis Firm% tight- Whit
Unpin sai
The kinds of incentives the taw change can
offer are what the museums need to dismay a
hener saner' of exhraits said Sarah Fasokt.
the interim director ot the Museum of Art at
CMaine Over the past couple ot yeaec the
diwiations to mans museums decreased. a:-
cording iii Fascridt she expects the change will
mans museum collections
"This is reall% an important element to
museums to build their collections I hope tha,
this will encourage people to make donations
to the art collection." Fasiikit said
few more donats ins are expected around
Devernter at the Museum of Art. Fasnieli said
She said that when the year Is coming to a clove.
most people realize n is a good time to make
their charitable deckictions
Mans museurncurakirshopethattheamount
ot dewiatii ns will increase in the near future and
with the change in the tax law Whittington
expects oillectoo will take advantage of
the deductions a% ailahie 1‘ therri He comment
ed. -I in't know how much dr mineurrn are
seeing N r ha, gat ii help"
mon series "M%ster%- will recognize Go-
rest name as the creator or the intriguing
opening sartoon segment The show still he
created Ivy graduate student Bill Mitchell
from 11 of-Gore% • s unpublished works and
parts of his anthologa . "Amphigorry." It's
first act will he performed far high schools
around the state representing the Theatre
Department's Maine State Tounng Show
It will then return to the Pavilion with a
second act for shows on Fnda% and Sat ur-
da%.  March 25 arid 26.
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It's a wall...It's art...It's everywhere
It is e%e•-%-..s ,-
AWN
of the Pavillion Theatre (Boyd photo)
Sunday in
the Park
with George
.,4
First National Tour
Music and Lyrics by Stephen Sondheirr
1984 Nominated for 10 Tony Awards
Ln-dudirtg Best Musical
Winner 1985 Grammy Award
Best Show Cast Album
Winner 1990 Olivier Award Best Musical
Winner 1984 8 Drama Desk Awards
Including Best Musical
1985 Pulitzer Prize for Drama
Saturday. a. lobe, i6 ai 00 p.m
S5 Rush Tickets available Fnday
9 a m -4 p.m. & Sat 6:30-8 p.m
No refunds or exchanges cro previously
pueotured ockets
\1 \t (..iitk
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GET 111-11E
PICTURE
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
Ihe new movie "Cool Runnings- about
an Oly mpic Jamaican hi %hcled team, coached
in John Candy . is another "feel-good- Dis-
ney mosie for the a hole family.
The film is based on the true story of the
bobsled team. yet it takes many liberties with
the actual eyrents - not unexpected of a
rated Disney mos ie.
Candy does a good Job as the coach who
puts the four Jamaicans together to compete
it Calgary He' s got some great one-liners.
as well as a con% incmg performance The
fourlamaicans actors are basically unknown
but do a great job as the determined Olympi-
ans
The filming !swell done The shots going
through the bobsled track itself are fantastic,
as well as the shots in Jamaica It was nice to
we the contrast hetw ern the sunny island
and the trigid snows mountains accompa-
nied by the reactions of the char& ters to the
climate changes
The musical score is also worth mention
The Rasta background music that permeates
the soundtrack keeps the spint of the Jamai-
cans throughout the story There is even a
Jamaican version of the Talking heads song
"Wild Wild Life
Some of the liberties taken, for those of
you who remember the actual nents. in-
clude the organi/amin of the team, the fund-
ing, and the bobsled placing One of the
things of a hich I kept reminding myself was
that this was a Disney version of life. I
suppose it the film followed actual events
then it wouldn't he as dramatic or exciting as
this %ersion
'1'00 Runnings- a as better than I thought
it a ould be It looked. Iron, the pre% teas, to
be iust a cheesy portrayal of the unusual
team In actuality, the mo% ir deselopc ihe
characters and lease, the audience with a
good feeling at the end
this is a good kids mink that adults and
college students can enjoy too. You can
always count on Disney to turn out a story
that is entertaining and teaches a lesson The
lessons in this one include determination,
standing up for oneself . teamwork and work-
ing to he one's best
I would say. this would he a good matinee
possibly full price -Cool Runningsis-
entenaming and !tinny
For those who read the comics,
I have one thing to say: "Silent E"
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
11 aim great Andre Aubut dean at
Andre Aubut, the fiat All Alarigan
the hisrt iry of tie University ofhlaire
powam, dim! Wednesday following
natant awn paralysis.
The 33-year old Aubut
allescrashinghcad-first nand%
a pack-up hairy gene in April.
Aubut, vitro scsarbi 32 goals*
career f!-...ar eated from I 97S-K2, is
by his wife, Manna, all two ciiikteri
The Univasity ri Maine oleo tem isn-
proved its teed to 14) est Saiuniay with a
64-0 win over Bata College. Scoring nios for
UMaine were Klan Knudsen fli. Jon Hume
(1). Paul Jankowkie (4) and Don Fiodeston
( I) Andy I3ergenin. Mike Dimotoixsicars, ex;
Man Stafford were other standouts. [Maine
plays again this Sanstlay Yentr Bosallisin
College on the fiald locoed hetest the Kali.
aney Dienond. Game tare irm
UMaine stem fah to Harvard
The UMaine men's soixer team fen bc-
knv .500on the seasiv Wednesday • dewing
a 2-1 decision to liarved. The Bekt Bears
are now 4-5-Ion the season,
David Bonita said Chris Wojcik scored
Icy the Crarson, while Jahr Quintet tallied fee
[Naar
Uhlaine goalie Seto D'Appolonia made
15 cases, while Pees Albers elf Ned Cal son
combined for five stops for Hamad (3-5-D.
Mays, Mashburn agree
to terms
DALLAS (AP)— Jarna) Nfastliburn, star
forv, ard from Kentusty and No 4 NBA dealt
pick_ agreed to terms with the Dallas Maver-
kts and will begin practising Thursday.
Puhisted iv:poets said the contract was
shout $32 million over seven years The earn
said the 6-fixs-S, 240-pound Mehhan will
jam the Mays-it-Lc at '5 p rn assign arid a news
conference at 6 pea
HAMBURG. Germany oAP) -- A ease
e, who stilted Meas.,' Sde& out nf digestive
km Err !Yr rise, Segt Caltoissolleri wale
he got soil-ended teo-yeat "Teem
Guenter Fade an unempioyett
Connor Ataird unce the imel N7) mai
liantan, ooidd have reserve/1 a
nine-narmilljal19r171
But Woe Me Bove to& into acentart
psystimiat's lealearirry of Prate's '144
abinnemir persoratity- INK maid have drraltb
Mee, ho reasonire *ray She roast Park
Mouec!nanors rind litsconfes ate weaten-
early hawse*: •
Seim *vicuna"' overtedecaucin andbar
linvyer writ probably appeal.
' 'I was shodkedandbrartfied 0=1601de
wassin who gabbed ire reorsgsi a Impended
lenience in Germany Was " Seim said in a
gatemen
Paretic wascoesseed on a dame( amain
wino:1511o* hann, whidi normally carries a
nevem= five vacs mirts.16 _
• UMaine hockey
• UMaine football hopes for win at UR!
• Black Bear hockey sees some familiar faces
• UMaine field hockey on brink of Top 20
Familiar faces lead Olympic team vs. UMaine
Ferraros, Snow, Dunham, Imes and Martin return to Alfbnd with U.S. squad
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
If University of Maine coach Shawn
Walsh looks confused a hen he steps onto
the ice for the UMaine-U.S Olympic exhi-
bition hockey game Sunday night, there
may be a simple explanation — he probably.
isn't sure which team is his.
When the defending national champion
Black Beats take on the U.S. Olympic team
Sunday night at 7 p.m. at Alfond Arena.
there will be 20 lettemien from UMaine's
title-winning squad on the ice.
Six of them, however, will be wearing
the red, white and blue of the Olympic team
•
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh says that the Black Bears will have the best
player on the ire Sunday in Paul Kanya (above) (Boyd photo.)
rather than the o' blue and white of UMaine
Forwards Chris Ferraro and Peter Fer-
raro, defensemen Chris Imes and Matt Mar-
tin and goalies Garth Snow and Mike Dun-
ham are the six current or former Black
Bears that will be representing the United
States versus UAllaine Sunday and in the
Eillehammer Olympics come December
It's enough to make Walsh wonder where
his loyalties will he.
"It's going to be a strange night," Walsh
"A lot of great inemories will come
rushing hack. not only for me, but for all of
the players and the fans as well. It should be
fun "
The U.S. team in the midst of a pre-
Olympic tour in which they play games
against U S college and NHL teams On
Wednesday. the Olympians beat Boston
College. -l,behindthenetmindingofSnow
and a goal by Peter Ferraro.
Peter Ferraro has been one of the bright-
est lights for the U.S squad. scoring 1,)
points in their first 19 games. but his twin
brother Chris has been less fortunate He
had 15 points in the first 14 games of the
tour, but has come down with an illness the
dosiors believe is mononucleosis.
"He has missed the last few games, and
he won't play against us," Walsh said. "It's
too bad, because I know he was looking
forward to playmg against us
Sleanw ode. W Blask Bears will
have to contend with the goaltending duo of
Dunham and Snow, which, ironically, was
the backbone of his team for so many years
Dunham, after initially making the
NI-IL's New Jersey Devils out of training
camp, was recently cent back to the Olyrnpis
team and will he the starting goalie in Lille-
hammer
He has a 5-2 record and a 2 S2 goals
Sec 01 YMPICS on page 18
• UMaine football
Black Bears face URI with shaky line
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
University of Maine coach Jack Cos-
grove isn't sure what to expect from his
football team Saturday when they take on
the University of Rhode Island in Kingston,
R I , but one thing Is certain - h0 team
won't run out of offensive linemen again
Last week in the Black Beara 17-14 loss
to Richmond, five members of Cosgmve'c
front line suffered injuries
Since the Black Bears only dressed eight
linemen because the game was in Portland.
one ot Cosgrove's assistants had tc, pull
rodshin freshman Mike Thomas out of the
stands to play
Thomas had come down from Durham.
Me rti watch his teammates play. and was
sitting in the bleachers eatmg a ham italian
when he got the call
"Weft 11(14 going to let that happen
again.- Cosgrove said "We're bringing a
fess more bodies sirlal us because I don't
thiok we'll he able r mrs hod,,, out of the
stands at their place
With the current state of the UMaine
line. Cosgrove may want to consider search-
ing the crowd for prospects.
Redshin freshman Mike Flynn is, out for
the year with a knee injury suffered last
week Sent. is John Pourby knee) and Dave
Clark hamstring I and freshman Dave Rilan
(knee ) are questionable for Saturday, while
freshman Brendon Parker (concussion) has
the OK from doctors to play
Cosgrove said one potential fill-in on the
l 'Maine line is gigantic freshman Jon Rus-
sell
-He s the biggest guy we've ever put on
OUT bus,- said Cosgrove of the 6'8". 310 lb
tackle -He's basically an insurance policy
in case some of the veteran guys can't play."
Inexperience could hurt the Black 1442M
(2-3 overall. 1-2 in the Yankee Conference)
versus the Rams' (3-3, 1-2) veteran defen-
si Ye fine. although Cosgrove plans on keep-
ing the game plan relatively. simple
"We're going zo keeps things basic and
try to execute very well," Cosgmve sad
"We need very good performances from
some of our offensive players "
One of those players is rumor quarter-
back Emilio Colon Colon is coming off one
ot his better showings of the season versus
Richmond. and has hit on 57 of 115 passes
on the season for 676 yards and four touch-
downs Tat !backs Bob Jameson. a true fresh-
man, and junior Rob Tubbs also are expect-
ed to step up for UMaine
Sophomore inside linebacker Ross Fich-
thorn continues to lead the UMaine defense
He has made 77 tackles. 23 more than No 2
tackler krnal Murph
Fichthorn and Murph will lead a UMaine
defense hoping to stop a ('RI attack paced
by a trio of freshman
Quarterback Chris Hisson, tailback
Frantz) Jourdan and receiver Bob Apgar
have accounted for the /stunt of the Rams'
Sec FOOTBALL on page 18
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• World Series
Schilling's record invisible but
accomplishments stand out
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — His record is
invisible; his accomplishments were not.
For his 0-0 record. Curt Schilling was
picked as the Most Valuable Player of the
NL playoffs
"I thought I pitched well enough to win
a couple of games and, luckily, the team's
outcomes came out all right," Schilling
said following Philadelphia's pennant-
clinching 6-3 victory over Atlanta on
Wednesday night.
Schilling. a 26-year-old right-hander
who went :6-7 in 1993, started the Phillies
off by striking out the first five Bray es of
the playoffs, and left with a lead that Mac,
Williams wasted in Game 1 He also left
with a lead in Game 5. only to have Wild
Thing blow it again.
"Everyone said we would have to
outslug them to win,'' Schilling said. ''but
I really thought we would have to outpitch
them • •
The Phillies did and they didn't Atlan-
ta's ERA was better t3 15 to 4 75). but
Philadelphia pitched well enough to win
four games despite losing 14-3 and 9-4
blowouts
For all the attention given to Atlanta's
Fab Four. Philadelphia's staff-came out OK
except for tsv 0 rough innings against Tom-
my Greene and Terry Mulholland Schill-
ing. who (..une to Philadelphia in Apnl
1992, has found a home after unsuccessful
stints in Baltimore and Houston.
Onginally . Sshilling was in the Boston
Red Sox farm system He was in Double-A
in 1988 when the Red Sox traded him and
outfielder Brady Anderson to the Orioles
for Mike Boddicker. Boddicker helped
Boston win the Al. East in 1988 and '90 He
retired form baseball this season.
The Phillies pride themselves as a ref
uge for baseball's unwanted
"I think our club's attitude coming out
of spring training is that we weren't con-
cerned with what people thought of us,''
Schilling said "To pass the test here. you
need to get the approval of the players. not
the media, press or anyone else People
were quick to jump to conclusions."
Despite his lack of victories in the play-
offs. Schilling had a I 69 ERA, striking out
19 and walking five in 16 innings. He al-
lowed just 11 hits and three earned runs.
Without Williams, he might have gone
2-0.
"Mitch is a strange pitcher. sometimes,
hut he gets it done." Schilling said "The
bottom line is that he Yvon both games
Schilling leaves a ticket for his late
father every game, as a tribute for what his
dad meant to him That seems to matter
most
"I think he'd he proud of me," Schill-
ing said "My father is the reason I'm
standing here tonight. He taught me disci-
pline, determination to succeed and how to
pick myself up after getting down I've
spent my life try mg to pay him back for
what he taught me. and I don't think !can • •
Announcing the Steve Grady
Creative Writing Competition
Prizes in Journalism
* News
• Feature
* Opinion
Prizes in English
"Poetry
*Fiction
Deadline November 29, 1993
For more information see the
Journalism Department in 107 Lord Hall
or the English Department
in 304 Nevilk Hall.
Football from page 17
offense in their first collegiate seasons.
Hixson has completed 84 out of 148
passes for 1.258 yards and six touchdowns.
Twenty-seven of those completions have
gone to Apgar, for 391 yards and four rtys.
Meanwhile, lourdain is their leading ground
gainer with 367 yards and four scores on 97
carries
"They have an excel lent freshman group,"
C'osgnive said -They're coming off a pretty
good waxing at UMass (a 36-14 loss) last
week, and their confidence may be down. But
they have a good, team, it's their Homecom-
ing game, so !expect a heck of a fight."
• UMaine field hockey
Kix's crew could crack Top 20
By John Black "Michelle Gallan (forward) has really
been been playing with a lot of heart de-
spite being injured," Kix said. "She has
Quietly, the University of Maine field provided punch on the offensive end."
hockey team has compiled the best record Meanw bile, the defense has been
of any fall sports team on campus. steady.
The Black Bears, 10-2 overall and 2-1 "(Midfielder) Dawn Porter has provid-
in the North Atlantic Conference, return ed three critical defensive saves," Kix said.
home for a Saturday battle against nation- "(Jana) Hanson has stepped up providing
ally ranked and NAC rival Northeastern, leadership in midfield and (Margaret) Hen-
having just completed a seven game mad rick has been very steady."
trip that saw them go 5-2. They currently The overall success of the team — this
n a three-game win streak. is the first time they have reached double
The trip was highlighted by a -0 win figure wins since 1986 — can be attributed
over the 10th-ranked Boston University. to overall talent.
Terriers "We re a much more balanced team,"
Junior goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel. Kix said. "We don't have just one or two
who has not allowed a goal in her last three players to focus on
games -- and only six all season --now Should the Black Bears defeat both
holds the svhool record for most shutouts Northeastern and New. Hampshire. it could
in a season with eight make its first appearance the national Col-
"She's really playing Very Well right legiate Athletic Association Top 20.
now," I'Maine coach Terry. Kix said. "She "If we had more action against top
provides the leadership for our defense " twenty teams we would be considered."
The Black Bears have received strong Kix said of the national row "We do have
play at both ends of the field the opportunity to become a Top 20 team."
Sports Writer
Olympics from page 17
against average, Snow, who will he Dun-
ham's backup. has a 5-4 record and a 3.33
GAA
"Our guy s should he used to facing them
since they did it in practice every day last
year.- Walsh said "But that's not going to
make it much easier •'
On the other end of the ice in the I 'Maine
goal will he redshin sophomore Blair Marsh.
who appears to have established himself as
the N., I goalie
Walsh said Marsh will play the first two
periods, then freshman Blair Allison and
junior transfer Peter Nordell will see action
in the third
"They're all talented and capable. hut at
this point. Marsh is a little hit more ready to
play than the other guys." Walsh said
Walsh helms es that the game is going to
he fun for the fans and players alike and
expect% an offensive-minded battle
The% r • •
score," Walsh said "But AC base the best
player on the ice in Paul Kanya, SO it's
certainly going to he interesting and enjoy-
able to watch "
Black Bear Notes: Watch trimmed the
("Maine roster down to 32 players after the
Blue/White game Tuesday. letting go red-
shin freshman forwards Mike Santonelli
and Craig Guinn.
Local favorite Cory Thiboticau. a gradu-
ate of Old Town High School who was
attempting to make the team as a walk-on.
suni‘eti the final cut but still may he red-
shined
• The national championship banner was
due to he unveiled in a pregame ceremony
Sunday. but Walsh isn't sure now whether
or not it will happen
-The first one they sent us looked like an
eye chart." Walsh said "We had to send it
hack and we're not sure if we'll have the
•,,
The World Series begins Saturday
IN =nal OM MI NI MI MI MUM UM_ MI UM 1111
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I 2 Med 14 Inch Pizzas
•
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• College Football
Seminoles faces
another test
TALLAHASSEE. Fla (AP) -- On pa-
per, Virginia looks a lot like top-ranked
Florida State. The 15th-ranked Cavaliers
w ill find out Saturday. if the resemblance is
more than coincidental.
Florida State 16-0, 4-0 Atlantic Coast
Conference) goes into the game matching
the league's last two unbeaten teams as a
25-point fa: orite
"That's a big-league football team and
I don't use big league very much," Virgin-
ia coach George Welsh said of the Semi-
noles.
Virginia 0-0, 3-0 ACC) has averaged
38 points and 448 yards a game as it turns
to the meat of its schedule beginning with
the Seminoles.
"I don't know what point we're at."
Welsh said "The jury is still out on this
team
Florida State coach Bobby Bowden said
he has reminded his train all week that it
struggled a year ago in a 13-3 victory at
Virginia
"Their defense did an excellent job
shutting tic down,'' Bowden said
"They ha% en't played a Miami or a
Florida. but you couldn't tell the way
they've played that they're not just as
good." Bowden said
Virginia has two shutouts and is allow
mg just 10 points a game to rank fourth
nationally in scoring defense.
The Cavaliers will be the sixth unbeat-
en opponent to challenge Florida State this
season
The game that will feature the ACC's
top two defenses trying to slow down ita
top two passers.
While everyone knows about Flonda
State's Charlie Ward, it's the Cavaliers'
Symmion Willis who leads the AC(' in
passing efficiency.
Willis. a 6-4, 205-pound sophomore
from Atlanta, has already been dubbed a
"young Charlie." by Florida State line-
backer coach Wally Burnham
Willis has completed 68 percent of his
passes for an average 01 221 yards and has
13 touchdown throw sand only three inter-
ceptions in 112 attempts
'Sy mmion has made a lot of progress,
but he hasn't faced a defense like he'll see
this week,' Welsh said 'He may not do
very good, but that's pan of growing up
Flt-nda Statc•s defert%e, ranked second
nationally, already has three shutouts and
has allowed just 24 points this season while
limiting opponents to an average of- 235
yards
The Seminole offense is averaging 554
yards and 43 points for an average vICW.rs
margin of 43 to 4
• UMaine cross country
Keatinge In-vitational proves
successful once again'
By Chris DeBerk
Sports Writer
The University of Maine men's and wom-
en's cross country teams, coming ofl the Mur-
ray Keatinge Invitational, are looking forward
to complet ng across country season of change,
acceding to (Maine coach Jim Ballinger
Ballinger said he was pleased with the
recent Murray Keatinge Invitational and the
quality of the field lowa is ranked 29th in the
most recent NCAA Division One poll, and
Arizona finished in the Top 20 last season.
"It was exciting to host those teams who
were here," Ballinger said feel that the meet
went vt:ry well There were nothing but posi-
tive feedback from everyone"
Ballinger said that more teams may be
sought, as well as trying to get commitments
from squads such as Iowa, Purdue. and .krizo-
na to continue Ballinger also would like to see
the meet grow into a national showcase
'This is a unique meet." he said 'The
course oilers limners a chance to get into a
rhythm
Sean 1 ;man. from Foxboro, Mass., has
-rtt the mem•s it-Am 'hi, finichol
fourth in the Keatinge Insitational with a
24426
Sheldon Young and Skip Ford have also
run well, Ballinger said Young set a personal
best with his time of 2.5•60 9 Saturday
"Everyone on the team has improved their
time,- he said. "We've lost some seniors, who
were replaced with underclass developing run-
ners
(1raduate student Ken's Brothers has paced
the women's team this year. The women's
squad, like the men's, lost a lot of seniors and
has had to fill the gaps with less experienced
racers.
Ballinger said he was pleased with
LiMaine's finish in the women's race at the
Keatinge Invitational.
—The women's team was sri-c tightly
grouped, with seven or eight runners V. i n
seconds It was a good team race
Other racers combining for the women
include Heather Ma, Kate Ringo. also Tiffany
Pope.
The women's (-rocs country team travels to
Wonrstes, Mass to parucipate in the Holy
Cross Invitational The men s team takes part
in The Fattern
The Maine CampiLsports
staff weekend football picks
This week's guest is Bonnie Sirncock, the Managing Editor °law Maine
an avid foothall fan last week's guest, Brad Nadeau, went an impressive 5-1,
Chad Finn, Coleen Ryan and Chris DeBeck, all of wborn tied at a mediocre l-
apin, John Black pulled up the rear with a dismal 2-4 Meek.
College:
LEMatne_Vithittie.blInd
Chad Finn. I;Matne
Bonnie Simcock. gor.st Maine
Coleen Ryan- UMaine
Chris DeBeck: URI
John Black URI
Mtchtgan e1!caa.5i,
Finn Michigan
Simc-oik: Michigan
Ryan Penn Si
DeFleck: Penn St
Black: Penn St.
Bolan University 0 Itichsnmd
Finn. Richmond
Simcock: BU
Ryan: Richmond
DeBeck: BU
Black- BU
Prn:
rnp.no PEgkk
Finn: Giants
Si mcock . Eagles
Ryan; Giants
DeBeck: Eagles
Black Giants
Patriots
Finn Pats
Si rricock: Pais
Ryan • f)ilers
DeBeck: Oilers
Black: Pats
 Cillg2Z1
Firm: Dallas
Sirncock .
Ryan: Dallas
DeBeck 4ners
Black Dallas
C'urrent Standings
Finn! 15-7 Defieck: 12-10 Guest. 14-8 Ryan- 12-10 Black. i 2
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• World Series
Where will Jays put Molitor?
TORONTO AP1 The World Snit.%
aly%ay s means another debate about the
designated hitter For the Toronto Blue la s,
it means a decision about Paul Molitor
W lute the Blue Jays eillord a das off
ednesda. manager Cito Gaston v.as
thinking about cc hat to do vi ith one of his
hest hitters Molitor cantle the I Ii is hen the
Wodd Series begins against the Philhes on
Saturday night at SkyDome, but he niust he
mos rid to a fielding position in Orlin. to stay
in the game %hen the site shifts to Philadel-
phia
Last sear. Gaston made sure 1)11
Winfield starred all three games in Atlanta
plas mg him in right field Regular right
fielder Joe Carter had stints at first base and
left field. putting John (*rod and (and
Maldonado on the bench
This sear. Molitor hatted .312 ssith 22
home runs and Ill Ms. and IA as 22-for-
on steal attempts In the plasofT%. he had
nine hits. dnwe in lice runs and scored
ses en times
Molitor's onls appearances in the field
this season %serr at first base. ss here he
played 2i times But Olerud. the Al batting
champion. is at fits! base Molitor plas rid
games at second base in 199(1 for Mils.al
kee. but All Star Roberto Alomar %taw.
there for the Blue Jay
Men there's third has. Molitor's main
position in the 191.11k Ile pl:nril there I '
games in I Q89, hut shoulder and forram
problems limited him to ccii games at third
base in 19q0. the last time he played them
Molitor joked recentls that he'd need io
relay the hall to the pitcher in order to throsi
it across the diamond
"My arms feels OK, hut 1 just don
knoss how well do os er there after three
years," Molitor said "I'll just try to pre
pare my selt '
Tit Sprague. Toronto's starling third
baseman all season, has talked to Mohro,
and Gaston about sitting doir.n cc hen the
World Series shifts from Sirs INime to Vt.'
erans Stadium. %%here the DM v. ill not he
used. for Game Tuesdas night
Sprague had a good season in his first full
year w ith the Blue lass, dris ing in 7.1nins and
hitting I L' homers while adiusting to play mg
third base after spending most of his career as
catcher Rot he is no Molitor offensively
The Maine Campus, Friday, ()dotter 15, 1993
A hero comes holm 
e\_
Former University of Maine star Bill Swift signs for fans after the LIMaine Alumni
baseball game Saturday Swift, who won 21 games for the San f rarxisco Giants
this season, also hosted a golf tournament this weekend (Boyd photo)
Maine Campus classifieds Stop kl the basement ot Lord
Hall for your. classilled.ad..
The Prism Yearbook ,s looking fo•
asst business manager wi advertstng
skills Cal Sue at 1783
S412.50-Sell 75 hilarious college T shirts
& prof • I -1 2 50 A risk -free program
22 dc • • now for free catai,xj •
800- '•
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bon cal, .206; 545 4155 ext A5067
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essary Prr more informatio, ' 206
634 0468 ext C5067
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YOU'RE et AND WI WANT YOU! loin
SAA Students Helping Students Wed
5 3C pm, Crossland Alumni Ctr 
MEMBERSHIP OPEN: STUDiNT
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION invites you to
tom Wednesdays , 5 30 pm, Crosslann
Alumni Center
COME FOR FUN. P000 AND FRIEND-
SHIP: SAA, Wed , 5 30 p,
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BEAR'S DEN. •, yeek sr, TAILGATE PARTY
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Car Stereos alarms- Wr
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989. 889
Orono Thrift Shop
I take Pine, 2no t.
Amiga 500 computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech
Use super VGA and soundbiaster built
Meg memory, 2 disk drives, color
monitor, over 100 games, animation,
and productivity programs Mouse arid
2 toystrcks $400/8 0, wif consider
t-ades Jeff 827-7928
Firewood-Dry, seasoned, split arid de
iverect $115 a cord Can 866-7043, ask
K2 Unlirrir—Trid7n00 cm Tyr490 $200
Barfoot Snobed 165cm -1150
• - Rosc 45 790 cm Sol9S7--
S200 Cal 8t-$-
Yakima rack !or canoe or 6 pr skis
$90 Wilson Staff Tour blade irons 1
FVv, best offer Dave 866 2625 
Wesley-4 S acres wooded, surveyed,
sno tested Ven close to a maror public
boat ramp Make rne an offer any offer,
866 2336 evenings or 581 2835 
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2 roommates wanted- rr
• Al
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Orono-WASHBURN PLACE $660/mo
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1,1993 Luxury
2 bedroom townhome Ind Heat, vva
ter, and sewer No pets Sec dep &
lease required Close to campus W/D
hook ur, Cal, 945 69155
1 bedroom, itch. lrg full bath. gas
11,r-1 neighborhood For serious
.-nrni.te walk to campus
8he 2 366 after 4 30
Orono/Old Town-Attention stu-
dents-3 bec!,00m, heated, ful bath,
kitchen, hying rm, modern, clean, beau
tiful nverview Avail furnished Cr
unfurn $650 1 mi to Univ Cali 827
6212
Students! 3 BR unit in ex coed Close
to campus Realh dean S650/mo •
heated Call Paul at P I Really 942 -
48 15
Orono-Heated two bedroom apt cen
tralh located 866 2816
3 1/2 bedrooms-Responsible pet
owners accepteo S500/mo Refer
Prices deposit Cal, 827 6788 7 am
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